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Stream programs are an important class of applications in computer science,
spanning several domains such as financial market, multimedia, and radio
astronomy. Due to the recent advancements in collecting and storing data in
massive scale, stream programs need to distribute and scale over dozens of
nodes to attain high performance, necessitating specialized system support.
As the modern high-performance hardware environments are highly dynamic,
the system must also provide a lifetime support to the programs to ensure
desired quality-of-service.
However, building a highly optimizing domain specific compiler for stream
programming comes with several inherent challenges. Specifically, it has be-
come less viable for heuristics based traditional compilers to generate optimal
code for each and every hardware platforms. Furthermore, maintaining de-
sired quality-of-service during the dynamic changes, performance-resiliency,
needs advanced features.
StreamJIT is a domain specific language, compiler, and runtime system
for stream processing. In this thesis work, we extend the single node
version of StreamJIT to distributed memory, enabling high-performance
stream processing on modern distributed execution environments such as
cluster or the clouds. The distributed compiler and runtime system of
StreamJIT can automatically distribute and scale the programs over cluster
nodes per program’s needs. Furthermore, StreamJIT continuously optimizes
the programs via various advanced features such as cluster-wide dynamic
recompilation, downtime-free live reconfiguration, and online autotuning.
The cluster-wide dynamic recompilation makes all ahead-of-time domain
specific optimizations available to a running program. The downtime-free
live reconfiguration recompiles and redistributes program instances across
cluster nodes on-the-fly. The online autotuning, unlike the previous oﬄine
autotuning systems, continuously optimizes the code in the background.
Series of experiments show StreamJIT is high-performance, scalable, and
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Stream programs compute on long-running or infinite streams of data. They
are becoming increasingly important and widespread in several domains
including financial market, defense, telecommunication, and multimedia.
These domains have either a low latency or a high throughput expectation.
Due to the recent advancements in collecting and storing data in massive
scale, stream programs need to be able to distribute and scale over many
nodes in order to meet the desired quality-of-service [95].
Motivating Example Radio astronomy is a prime example of stream
processing. The Square Kilometer Array (SKA) [79] project is one of the
largest radio astronomy project to study the origin and the mystery of the
universe, investigating various topics including cosmic magnetism, galaxy
evolution, and dark ages of re-ionization. The antennas installed around
the world harvest wide band radio signals from outer space over an area of
million square meter for analysis.
The antenna system of SKA produces hundreds of gigabytes of data per
second [82], which must be processed in real time. The Central Signal
Processor (CSP), the brain of SKA, receives raw data from the antenna
system and converts it to scientific data, performing several fundamental
steps such as the removal of interference, transformation of the data to the
“u-v” plane, and converting the data into image. These processing must be
performed in real time over hundreds of gigabytes of data, and repeated
for thousands of individual frequency bands. Consequently, hundreds of
1
petaflops of computing power [77] is required, making the SKA an ideal
example for stream programming.
As in radio astronomy, several other domains also heavily rely on stream
processing. Specialized system support is essential to the processing of
the enormous amount of data generated in many of these domains, often
in near-real time. The system must render support throughout the entire
life-cycle of the applications, from design, development, to execution.
Programming Stream Programs High-level descriptions of stream
programs naturally expose task-, data-, and pipeline parallelism [45]. This
potentially helps to achieve programmer productivity and high-performance.
However, traditional general-purpose programming languages such as C,
C++ and Java do not fit well to stream programming for two main reasons.
First, they do not provide the right abstraction to develop such programs,
therefore negatively impacting programmer productivity. Second, they do
not exploit the inherent parallelisms that exist in stream programs, thus
missing out on potential performance optimizations.
Domain-specific languages (DSLs) [103] is an alternative to general-purpose
languages that compromise on generality in order to achieve better ab-
straction, performance, and productivity in particular domains. There are
several implicitly parallel DSLs [83, 23, 16, 93, 25, 12, 80] that provide high
performance on modern multicore and many core environments. In the
stream processing domain, a variety of languages such as StreamIt [99, 46],
SPL [51], Brooks [17], Cg [71], SPUR [114], and StreamFlex [92] have been
proposed and demonstrated. These languages exploit knowledge special-
ized to the streaming, and provide the appropriate abstractions to develop
stream programs effectively. Furthermore, the knowledge of the application
programmers that can be expressed in these languages helps the compiler

















Figure 1.1: Example stream graph, FMRadio.
StreamJIT The work in this thesis is based on a domain specific language,
compiler, and runtime system for high-performance stream processing, called
StreamJIT. In StreamJIT, programs are stream graphs that are built using
language constructs such as pipelines and splitjoins. Chapter 2 will discuss
the StreamJIT language in detail. Figure 1.1 shows an example stream
graph, FMRadio with four band equalizer. Streaming data flows through
the stream graph, get modified, and finally reaches a sink, which can be an
I/O device, a file, or a network connection.
In this thesis, we extend the single node version of StreamJIT to dis-
tributed memory, enabling high-performance stream processing on modern
distributed execution environments. Distributed StreamJIT partitions
stream graph based on available computing resources, automatically dis-
tributing, and then executing it in a distributed environment. Figure 1.2
shows the FMRadio stream graph running on two-node cluster. Partitions



















Figure 1.2: FMRadio stream program running on two-node cluster.
partition is executed independently (without global synchronization) as
long as it has enough input data items.
1.1 Optimization Challenges
Compilers and runtime systems are critical in generating and executing
optimized code. They face two main challenges when generating code for
modern high-performance distributed execution environments.
1.1.1 Challenge 1: Complex Hardware Systems
While stream programs require massive computation power and effective
execution strategies, one of the challenge that compiler writers face is gen-
erating optimal code for modern hardware systems such as data centers
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and the clouds. To generate optimal code, a compiler must expose the
correct amount of parallelism, find a good match in granularity, achieve the
appropriate load-balancing, and minimize communication and synchroniza-
tion overhead. This is challenging because there are trade offs involved –
optimizing one aspect can have an adverse impact on others. For example,
the benefit comes from parallelism can be overshadowed by communication
and synchronization overhead. Finding right balance among such conflicting
optimizations is difficult.
Furthermore, modern hardware systems have a vast variety of architectures,
many with heterogeneity. For example, modern clusters have hundreds of
machines, and each machine have tens, if not hundreds, of cores. Addition-
ally, in NUMA machines, different group of cores within a processor can
have varying memory accessing latencies due to the deep memory hierarchy.
Meticulous scheduling and data placement is essential if one is to achieve
optimal performance on such non-uniform memory platforms. Similarly, in
modern data centers, different group of machines can have varying network
latencies and throughputs depend on their relative position in a data center.
For example, nodes on a single rack are more likely have high throughput
and low latency than nodes on two different racks, showing non-uniform
network characteristics within a data center. Developing heuristics for these
highly complex hardware can be very difficult.
1.1.2 Challenge 2: Highly Dynamic Hardware
Systems
Modern high-performance hardware systems including data centers can be
highly dynamic. Node failure, fluctuating network bandwidth, and varying
computing resource are prevalent [57, 104, 43]. As these data centers host
multiple application on the same platform simultaneously for economic
reasons, resource fluctuation and contention are unavoidable. As stream
programs are meant to run for a long time (e.g., SKA programs are running
for years), they are highly vulnerable to the various uncertainness of the
5
underlying hardware systems.
To prove our argument, we conducted a series of experiments. Figure 1.3
is one such experiment that shows how the throughput of an application
can vary when a node failure occur. As shown in the Figure 1.3, the
throughput of FMRadio benchmark drops from 11,200 items/seconds to




















Figure 1.3: FMRadio(41,4096) running on 16 node cluster. Shutting down
a node shows nearly 4X sudden drop in the throughput.
Reconfiguration In highly dynamic systems, maintaining a program’s
performance throughout its lifespan is another hitherto unsolved challenge
that programmers face. Ideally, we would like the runtime system reconfig-
ure, and better yet, reoptimize the long running streaming programs to deal
with the dynamism and maintain, and if the opportunity arises, improve
performance. Like hardware dynamism, workload fluctuation, resource
fluctuation in a multi-tenant environment, as well as elastic computing
are a few of the scenarios where a long running program would require
reconfiguration.
Continuous Runtime Optimization In the reconfiguration scenarios
we considered, the changes in the execution environment (including the
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underlying hardware) could have a non-uniform, and possibly hard to
predict, impact on performance, resulting in sub-optimal programs. To
ensure program’s performance throughout its lifespan, including under such
changing conditions, the system must continuously reoptimize the program.
Advanced runtime optimizations also require complete recompilation of the
programs, and the compiler must be brought in to support this.
1.2 Compiler’s Role
In both of the above mentioned challenges, the compiler and runtime systems
play important roles in ensuring the programs’ performance. They need
to make a huge number of performance critical decisions when compiling
and executing the programs. However, this is not straightforward. It has
become less viable for traditional compilers to generate optimal code for
each and every hardware platforms due to the availability of a vast variety
of hardware architectures. Specifically, designing heuristics that can make
the best decision for all programs running on all platforms is very difficult.
To overcome these issues, compiler writers are increasingly turning to
program autotuning, replacing complex and fragile heuristics with autotuner
searches that attempt to find the best options for the current scenario. In
particular, the autotuner (1) can out-perform hand-crafted compilers, and (2)
automatically adapt to vast variety of hardware architectures (performance
portability). A handful of recent works [3, 31, 83, 39, 106] empirically
demonstrated that off-line autotuning of programs can often outperform
traditional compilers.
1.2.1 Online Autotuning
Off-line autotuning in general works as a two-step process. In the first step,
the program is tuned using sample inputs to find an optimal configuration
for a specific running environment. Then in the second step, the best
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configuration found in the preceding step is applied to the production
code. This two-step process of off-line autotuning is inefficient for three
key reasons. Firstly, the autotuning process can take several hours during
which time no useful work is done. Secondly, this method is not capable of
handling dynamic changes at runtime. Finally, the lengthy tuning process
must be repeated again and again whenever the application is ported to
a different machine. For these reasons, program autotuning has not been
widely adapted in practice.
Online autotuning – tuning applications while they are in production runs –
inherently solves the drawbacks of off-line autotuning, and enables program
autotuning to be widely adapted. The key advantage of online autotuning is
that it is active throughout a program’s life cycle, continuously optimizing
the program to ensure that it is always configured with the best configuration.
Hence, better dynamism support (performance resiliency). Furthermore, it
can ensure generating optimized code for different hardware environments
and programs with different computation and communication characteristics.
In addition, there are many other daunting issues where a heuristic compiler
fails to generate optimal code. For example, two identical nodes of a data
center may show different performance characteristics based on the ambient
thermal properties. This is because the cooling system of a data center is
inadequate to maintain homogeneous thermal characteristics throughout
the data center. In this case, it is highly impossible for a heuristic driven
compiler and runtime system to generate optimal code. Online autotuning,
on the other hand, has the ability to handle this type of peculiar and
puzzling issues faced by compiler authors.
1.3 Goal of This Thesis
While streaming applications require high performance throughout its lifes-
pan, modern high performance execution environments are complex and
dynamic. Generating optimized code and maintaining optimal performance
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throughout a program’s lifespan is challenging due to the enormous number
of optimization decisions and trade-offs that need to be made. In this thesis,
I would like to perform a complete and comprehensive study on the building
of a compiler and runtime system for high-performance stream processing
with the following advanced features.
High-performance Stream programs have either low latency or high
throughput requirements. For example, a live video streaming system
must encode (at the sender side) and decode (at the receiver side) video
streams in real time. Failing to do so will severely affect user experience.
Judicious optimizations, including domain specific optimizations, are crucial
for these type of programs. The system must always ensure performance by
generating optimized code for wide variety of hardware architectures and
various runtime situations.
Automatic Distribution As in Square Kilometer Array, modern stream
programs need to process data on a massive scale, necessitating distributed
computing on a cluster or the cloud. However, distributing a program for
a cluster or the cloud is a tedious process, requiring significant amount of
experts’ effort. In addition to it, there are lot of important decisions – such as
optimally partitioning the programs, minimizing communication overhead,
and precisely placing the partitions on a cluster – need to be made to achieve
high-performance when distributing the programs. Most of these decisions
are highly dependent on both the underlying hardware environment and
the characteristics of the current program, requiring experts to individually
optimize each program for each and every hardware environment.
We argue that a programmer should not have to manually distribute and
optimize a program for every single cluster it may run on. The best case
would be they never need to think about these things when developing
a program, following the same procedure as they would in developing
a program for a sequential (single-core) hardware. Instead, automatic
distribution, automatic parallelization, and runtime coordination should be
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done automatically for them.
Dynamic Recompilation and Global Reoptimization As explained
in Section 1.1, programs are prone to become suboptimal over their lifetime
due to the dynamic nature of the modern hardware systems.
Adaptive load balancing is one popular option to handle dynamism. Run-
time system migrate workload from one machine to another in response
to performance fluctuations. However, the complex execution environment
(processor, memory system and network) of modern distributed systems
leads to nonlinear interactions between compiler optimizations and changes
in resources and workload. Runtime systems that load balance by migrat-
ing predefined partitions between nodes necessarily sacrifice performance
because they are constrained by the fixed partitions, which is unlikely to
remain optimal in different circumstances. Instead, the system should
dynamically recompile the program and reoptimize in response to various
forms of dynamism. It should also keep all ahead-of-time compiler opti-
mization decisions to a running program, allowing global reoptimization to
be unconstrained by earlier compilation decisions.
Downtime-free Live Reconfiguration During dynamic recompilation
and global reoptimization in response to dynamism, programs get recon-
figured in a cluster. In particular, as programs are recompiled, partitions
are moved, and the total program state is reshuﬄed during this process.
As reconfiguration happens during the runtime of a program and as lot
of complex operations involve during this process, the reconfiguration pro-
cess often introduce downtime. However, due to stream programs’ high
quality-of-service requirement, periodic downtime is intolerable and must be
totally eliminated while benefiting from dynamic recompilation and global
reoptimization.
The system should reconfigure a program – recompiling and moving work-
loads across the cluster nodes – in a seamless manner, with no overhead.
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Furthermore, as stream programs run long period of time, the downtime-free
live reconfiguration is also essential for planned operations such as hardware
maintenance and elastic computing.
Online Autotuning Generating optimized code requires to make huge
number of performance-critical decisions, where heuristics based approach
often fails. Therefore, the system must incorporate online autotuning –
tuning a program in on-the-fly – to achieve high-performance. Section 1.2.1
discusses the advantages of online autotuning.
In this thesis, we are particularly focus on synchronous data flow (SDF) [66]
based stream programs, which consume fixed number of input items and
produce fixed number of output items during each firing. Furthermore,
the data rates are known at compile time, enabling the compiler to per-
form aggressive program optimization, static buffer allocation, and static
scheduling.
1.4 Contributions
The main contributions of this thesis are as follows:
A compiler and runtime system for distributed stream processing
• We present a distributed compiler and runtime system for high-
performance stream processing. Specifically, we extended the single
node version of StreamJIT to distributed systems. The new system can
automatically distribute the stream graph over a cluster of nodes, and
compiles just-in-time. StreamJIT can elastically scale in accordance




• We identify and solve six different deadlock scenarios that arises due
to various reasons – inappropriate buffer sizes, incompetent system
model, and internal buffering – when distributing a SDF graph in a
bounded resource environment. Knowing these scenarios in advance
will avoid costly rework and yields better system designs.
• We provide ILP based solutions that calculates deadlock-free buffer
sizes at compile time. Compared to other methods e.g., using dynamic
buffers, our technique has no runtime overhead, making it suitable for
high performance stream programs.
• We also identify a necessary feature, namely parallel draining, for the
runtime system to avoid one of the six deadlocks we identified.
• We derive policies that the systems should follow to avoid the deadlock
scenarios (Chapter 4).
Cluster-wide dynamic recompilation
• We shall demonstrate cluster-wide dynamic recompilation for stream
programs that recompiles and redistributes programs on-the-fly. To
the best of our knowledge, StreamJIT is the first ever system that
performs cluster-wide dynamic recompilation.
• We also present a novel strategy, concurrent recompilation, that re-
compiles a running program in two phases and brings down the visible
recompilation time to sub-seconds, thereby enabling cluster-wide dy-
namic recompilation practical (Chapter 5).
Downtime-free live reconfiguration
• We present stop-and-copy reconfiguration for transfering the state
of a stream program and resuming it as a newly-compiled program
instance.
• We introduce mechanisms to hide reconfiguration downtime, allowing
programs to continue to produce output during reconfiguration.
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• We propose novel strategies to transfer stream program state from
one program instance to another, without incurring overhead during
normal execution:
– Implicit transfer of buffered data items from a stateless program
via input duplication. This simple yet clever technique breaks
the state dependency and completely hides the reconfiguration
time for stateless programs.
– Asynchronous state transfer, which transfers the state of a stateful
program without checkpointing, input labeling, state recomputa-
tion, or distributed consensus.
• We present two techniques for output smoothing that smooths the
transition between old and new configurations that produce output
at differing rates:
– Adaptive merging, which avoids output rate spikes when tran-
sitioning to a faster new configuration by abandoning the old
configuration as soon as the new configuration catches up.
– Resource throttling, which reduces the compute resources avail-
able to a faster old configuration to allow the new configuration
to catch up (Chapter 6).
Online autotuning
• By leveraging dynamic recompilation, StreamJIT is the first-ever
compiler and runtime system incorporating online autotuning as a key
feature, which demonstrates the practical possibilities of just-in-time
tuning at the language level.
• We empirically show the various advantages of online autotuning
including performance resiliency and continuous optimization.
• We derive a strategy to cheaply predict and avoid bad regions of the
autotuning search space using predictors based on both high-level
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information about the stream graph and low-level information about
autotuner parameters (Chapter 7).
1.5 Thesis Overview
The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. We first describe stream
programming and StreamJIT language in Chapter 2; then the StreamJIT
compiler implementation details along with performance results in Chapter 3.
Chapter 4 explains the various deadlock situations that arise when distribut-
ing a SDF graph in a bounded resource environment. Chapter 5 presents
cluster-wide dynamic recompilation. Chapter 6 presents downtime-free live
reconfiguration. Chapter 7 describes online autotuning. We discuss related




Stream Programs and StreamJIT
Language
In this chapter, we first present an overview of the StreamJIT language
and programming workflow using an example program. Following that,
we discuss stream programs in Section 2.2 and commensal compiler, a
novel strategy to cheaply design and built high quality embedded DSLs, in
Section 2.3. Finally, Section 2.4 explains the StreamJIT language in detail.
Chapter 3 is dedicated to explain the StreamJIT compiler implementation
details and performance results.
2.1 StreamJIT: Language Overview and Pro-
gramming Workflow
Before dive into deeper technical details, we start this chapter by providing
an overview of the StreamJIT language and the programming workflow of
it by using an example as it will help to make basic concepts concrete. The
upcoming sections of this chapter explain the language constructs in detail.
StreamJIT is a Java embedded programming language, compiler, and
runtime system for stream programming. StreamJIT programs are stream
graphs composed of filters, splitters and joiners. Filters are single-input,
single-output operators. Splitters and joiners have multiple outputs and
inputs respectively. Stream graphs are built using pipelines and splitjoins,
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1 public final class VocoderTopLevel extends Pipeline<Float, Float>{
2 private final int DFT_LENGTH_NOM = 28;
3 private final int DFT_LENGTH = DFT_LENGTH_NOM/2 + 1;
4 private final float FREQUENCY_FACTOR = 0.6f;
5 private final float GLOTTAL_EXPANSION = 1f/1.2f;
6 private final int NEW_LENGTH = (int)(DFT_LENGTH *
7 GLOTTAL_EXPANSION / FREQUENCY_FACTOR);
8 private final int DFT_LENGTH_REDUCED = 3;
9 private final int NEW_LENGTH_REDUCED = 4;
10 private final float SPEED_FACTOR = 1.0f;
11 private final int n_LENGTH = 1;
12 private final int m_LENGTH = 1;
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25 n_LENGTH, DFT_LENGTH, NEW_LENGTH,
26 SPEED_FACTOR));
27
28 sj.add(new PhaseStuff(n_LENGTH, m_LENGTH, DFT_LENGTH_REDUCED,







Figure 2.1: Source code of VocoderTopLevel class, which composes the






























Figure 2.2: The stream graph of the vocoder application. The graph
contains 33 operators including splitters, joiners, and filters.
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which compose filters vertically and horizontally, respectively. Pipelines
connect elements in sequence, with the output of each element connected
to the input of the next. Splitjoins connect the outputs of a splitter to the
input of each branch of the splitjoin and the output of each branch to the
inputs of a joiner. Filters, pipelines and splitjoins are collectively called as
one-to-one element as they all have single-input and single-output.
The language constructs of StreamJIT are expressed as abstract classes
in Java. Figure 2.1 shows the source code of an example stream program,
vocoder. The VocoderTopLevel class composes the vocoder stream graph,
which is depicted in Figure 2.2.
The programming workflow of StreamJIT contains four steps. First, pro-
grammers need to write filters by extending the abstract Filter class
provided in StreamJIT API. Specifically, they need to pass appropriate con-
structor parameters and implement the abstract work method. Figure 2.5
depicts one such filter, FIRSmoothingFilter, from the vocoder benchmark,
implemented in StreamJIT; sub section 2.4.1 explains the source code in
detail.
Second, programmers need to construct structured streams such as split-join
and pipeline. Figure 2.7 and Figure 2.9 show the source code of a split-
join (FilterBank) and a pipeline (InnerPhaseStuff), respectively. These
structured streams are building blocks of a stream graph.
Third, they need to compose a stream graph, which can be any one-to-one
element. Figure 2.1 shows the source code of VocoderTopLevel class, which
composes the vocoder stream graph. The stream graph is a pipeline that
contains other stream elements such as split-joins (e.g., FilterBank and
SumReals ), pipelines (e.g, InnerPhaseStuff and MagnitudeStuff ), and
filters (e.g., FIRSmoothingFilter and RectangularToPolar). As shown
in Figure 2.1, the VocoderTopLevel class is just like any other java class,
where the lines 2-12 declare global constant variables. Following that, the
class constructor builds the stream graph. The method add, provided in
Pipeline class, connects one-to-one elements in sequence. For example,
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1 public final class Vocoder {
2
3 public static void main( String[] args)
4 throws InterruptedException {
5 StreamCompiler compiler = new DistributedStreamCompiler(3);
6
7 // Input of the stream program is in vocoder.in file.
8 Input input = Input.fromBinaryFile(
9 Paths.get("data/vocoder.in");
10
11 // Compile the stream graph (VocoderTopLevel)
12 // and run it immediately.
13 // The program’s output will be printed on screen.










Figure 2.3: The vocoder program.
VocoderTopLevel starts with IntToFloat (line 15) and the output of it is
connected to FilterBank (line 16), and so on. The lines 19-30 create a new
splitjoin, named sj, and the line 32 adds sj to the VocoderTopLevel pipeline.
Finally, programmers need to pass the composed stream graph along with
input and output sources of the graph to the compiler for compilation.
Figure 2.3 shows the source code of the vocoder benchmark. It instantiates
DistributedStreamCompiler (line 5) and passes the vocoder stream graph
(i.e., VocoderTopLevel) with input and output sources to the compiler
(lines 14-17). The compiler compiles the program (just-in-time compilation)
and immediately executes it. After passing the stream graph to the compiler,
the main thread waits for the stream graph to complete its execution (line
20). The ensuing chapter explains the compilation and optimization process
of StreamJIT. The next section provides an overview to stream programs.
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2.2 Stream Programs
A stream is an infinite sequence of data items requiring similar compu-
tation. An operator is an autonomous and independent component, in
which computation takes place; an invocation of an operator is called as
firing. Operators have independent address space and interact between each
other through input/output communicating channels exclusively. When
an operator is fired, it reads data items from the input channel, process
them, and writes the results to the output channel. Stream program is a
graph of operators that are connected by FIFO communicating channels;
the graph is a directed acyclic data flow graph, and it is called as stream
graph. Stream flows through a stream graph, get modified or transformed
by the operators, and finally reaches a sink.
Based on the determinism of the execution pattern and the allowed buffer
properties, stream programming models can be categorized into two different
computation models: (1) dynamic dataflow (DDF) [67] graph, which is a
special case of Kahn process networks (KPN) [61]; (2) synchronous dataflow
graph (SDF) [66]. In DDF model, an operator is free to consume arbitrary
number of items from the input channel and produce arbitrary number of
items to the output channel at each firing; i.e., varying input and output
rates. In this less constraint model, buffer size is assumed to be infinite, and
a reader will be blocked at the input channel until data is ready. On the
other hand, in SDF, an operator consumes and produces constant amount of
data items at each firing; i.e., fixed input and output rates. Moreover these
rates must be declared at compile time, which makes SDF a more constraint
compared to DDF. However, this compile time information of SDF model
facilitates a stream compiler to examine deadlock freeness, calculate buffer
sizes, and generate optimal schedule. As DDF model has infinite buffering
and blocking properties, it becomes less practical programming model for
a language. In SDF model, however, the constraints help a compiler to
perform static scheduling and better optimization, thereby leads to efficient
programs. In this thesis, we focus on SDF based stream programs.
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Stream programs, as identified by Thies et al. [99], has following six proper-
ties:
1. Large stream of data. Typically, stream programs process large
(or infinite) stream of data items. Further, the data items have short
lifetime and will be discarded after being processed.
2. Independent stream operators. Generally, Operators (i.e., an
operation that perform computations by reading one or more items
from an input stream, and writes one or more items to an output data
stream) are independent from other operators in the graph and have
separate address space. Operators communicate exclusively through
FIFO communicating channels that represent edges in the stream
graph.
3. A stable computation pattern. Most of the time, a stream graph
is constant — no dynamic modification — throughout the lifetime of
the program. Further, operators operate with fixed input and output
data rates. Therefore, the execution of a stream graph is regular and
predictable.
4. Occasional modification of stream structure. Aside its steady-
state operation, in some stream programs, the stream graph might
undergo dynamic modifications occasionally. In such programs, all
possible dynamic modifications are known at compile time. For
instance, in internet telephony, when network congestion occurs, there
will be a need for switching from high-quality to low-quality filters to
reduce the voice quality.
5. Occasional out-of-stream communication. Some stream pro-
grams need an out-of-stream communication requirement to send
control information between the operators in the stream graph. That
is, a downstream operator may need to send a control information to
an upstream operator during the lifetime of a program. For instance,
a mobile phone program may need to change the volume, or a FIR
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filter may need to change the coefficients.
6. High performance expectations. Stream programs generally have
either a low latency or a high throughput expectation.
In addition to the above-mentioned properties, we also identify two more
properties of modern-era high-performance stream programs.
1. Stringent quality-of-service requirement. Most of the real-world
stream programs have stringent quality-of-service requirement through-
out their lifetime. Unnecessary throughput drops, throughput hikes,
or zero output are undesirable.
2. Continuous global reoptimization. Because of their high perfor-
mance expectation, stream programs often need to distribute and scale
over several machines. As modern distributed execution environments
such as clusters and the cloud are highly dynamic and as stream pro-
grams are long running programs, they often vulnerable to hardware
dynamisms. As a result, they must be reoptimized continuously to
satisfy their high performance expectation.
2.2.1 Parallelism in Stream Programs
In general, stream programs are highly suitable for expressing parallelism.
Specifically, there are three kind of parallelisms exist in stream programs:
(1) pipeline parallelism; (2) task parallelism; and (3) data parallelism; which
are described below.
Pipeline parallelism is present when a producer and a consumer are
connected in a cascaded manner in a stream graph. Under such condition,
the operators can be scheduled either on two different cores of a multicore
processor or on two different machines in a distributed environment to run
concurrently. At the same time, a buffer or a network channel can transfer
the data items from the producer to the consumer.
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Data parallelism exists when a stateless operator, i.e., an operator in
which there is no dependencies between consecutive firings, is presents
in a stream graph. The stateless operator can be replicated as many as
time we want and scheduled to run concurrently with different parts of the
input stream. Although the data parallelism offers unlimited parallelization
opportunities, the benefit can be overshadowed by excessive communication
overhead. It is a compiler’s job to find a correct balance between the
replication and the communication overhead causes by the replication.
Task parallelism exists when two different tasks (i.e., operators) process
the same data stream. In this case, the input stream can be duplicated
and sent to both operators to run concurrently. While identifying data
parallelism is a job of the compiler, identifying task parallelism can be
done only by the programmer. It is the programmer that understands the
logical parallelism in a streaming algorithm, and utilizing that knowledge,
constructs a stream graph that exposes task parallelism.
Exploiting these three parallelisms are important to achieve high perfor-
mance on modern multicore machines as well as on cluster of machines.
Unfortunately, traditional programming languages such as C, C++ or Java
do not provide the right abstractions to expose these parallelism, necessi-
tating a high-level language for stream programs to expose the parallelisms
such a way that it improves programs’ performance as well as programmers’
productivity. In Section 2.4, we describe the StreamJIT language, which
provides right abstractions to write stream programs effectively. Prior to
that, the next section will briefly explain the commensal compiler design
principle because StreamJIT is a commensal compiler. Thus understanding
the commensal compiler design principle is necessary for the understanding
of the StreamJIT language and its compiler.
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2.3 Commensal Compiler
In this section, we briefly explain the commensal compiler design principle.
See [15] for additional information about the design and implementation of
a commensal compiler.
Commensal compiler is a strategy to cheaply build embedded domain
specific compilers by exploiting the massive infrastructure of modern virtual
machines [15]. In the commensal compilation design principle, an embedded
DSL is expressed as a library in the host language with no extensions
made to the language. That is, a commensal compiler uses host language’s
abstraction features to express the domain specific constructs. This makes
the front-end implementation trivial as no lexer or parser needs to be built.
The commensal compiler’s middle-end, however, needs implement all the
domain specific optimizations with the back-end either generating bytecode
for the host’s VM, or a chain of methodHandle objects.
Implementing a commensal compiler is cheaper and faster as it reuses
the existing infrastructure of a modern VM. Only the middle-end that
performs domain specific optimizations need to be implemented. StreamJIT
is designed and built based on the commensal compiler design principle with
the host language being Java. The next section explains the StreamJIT
language.
2.4 The StreamJIT Language
StreamJIT is a language, compiler, and runtime system for synchronous
dataflow based stream programs, and is primarily motivated by StreamIt [99,
97], adopting most of its language constructs. Further, it is a commensal
compiler, whose host language is Java. In StreamJIT language, a program
is represented as a set of autonomous operators that communicates through
FIFO data channels. During the program execution, operators are fired
repeatedly in a periodic schedule. As each operator has a separate program
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counter and an independent address space, all dependences between opera-
tors are made explicit by communication channels. Compilers can leverage
this dependence information to orchestrate parallel execution.
The current version of the StreamJIT language provides three language
constructs, namely filter, split-join, and pipeline, collectively known as
one-to-one elements as they all have one input and one output. Using
these language constructs, a user can develop a stream program, which is
essentially a stream graph. Figure 2.2 shows one such stream graph from the
vocoder benchmark, composed of filters, split-joins, and pipelines. Apart
from these three language constructs, a channel in StreamJIT provides a
means through which data communication between operators takes place.
As an embedded domain specific language, the language constructs of
StreamJIT – filter, split-join, and pipeline – are expressed as abstract




Figure 2.4: Filter in StreamJIT
A filter, which is the basic programming unit in StreamJIT, is equivalent
to an actor in the SDF paradigm [66] in which computation takes place.
It contains user-defined actor logic, a single input channel, and a single
output channel; Figure 2.4 depicts the graphical representation of a filter.
Despite its name, a filter does not need to remove data items from the
input stream. A StreamJIT program is written as composition of filters
without referencing to global variables or other filters. As these filters are
fundamental and independent computation models, they can be scheduled
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1 public static final class FIRSmoothingFilter
2 extends Filter<Float, Float> {
3 private static final float[] cosWin = {0.1951f, 0.3827f, 0.5556f,
4 0.7071f, 0.8315f, 0.9239f, 0.9808f, 1.0000f, 0.9808f, 0.9239f,
5 0.8315f, 0.7071f, 0.5556f, 0.3827f, 0.1951f};
6 private static final int offset = cosWin.length / 2;
7 private final int DFTLen;
8
9 private FIRSmoothingFilter(int DFTLen) {
10 super(DFTLen, DFTLen, cosWin.length);




15 public void work() {
16 //note that h[k] = h[i + off]
17 for (int n = 0; n < DFTLen; n++) {
18 float y = 0;
19 for (int k = 0; k < cosWin.length; k++) {
20 int i = k - offset; // when i = 0, k will be the center
21 if (((n - i) >= 0) && ((n - i) < DFTLen))










Figure 2.5: FIRSmoothingFilter from the vocoder benchmark, whose
stream graph is shown in Figure 2.2. FIRSmoothingFilter pops and
pushes DFTLen items and peeks cosWin.length items at each firing. The
work method reads Float points from the input stream (pop), performs
calculation, and writes the output to the output stream (push).
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independently on any computational node to achieve parallelism.
Figure 2.5 shows a code example of a filter, FIRSmoothingFilter from the
vocoder benchmark, implemented in StreamJIT. As shown in the lines 1-2,
FIRSmoothingFilter extends Filter abstract class and passes Float as
type arguments, which indicate the data types of the input and the output
channels of the filter.
A filter can be either stateless or statful. A stateless filter has no dependences
between its consecutive firings, but it may contain read-only states. A
stateless filter can be replicated as many as time we want and allowed to
execute different parts of the input stream, enabling data parallelism. A
stateful filter, however, retains mutable state across consecutive firings, thus
can only be executed in a sequential fashion.
Further, a filter takes three static data rates: 1) popRate, number of data
items it removes from its input channel at each firing; 2) pushRate, number
of data items it writes into its output channel at each firing; and 3) peekRate,
number of data items it reads from its input channel without removing
them at each firing. For example, FIRSmoothingFilter, shown in Figure
2.5, pops and pushes DFTLen number of items and peeks cosWin.length
number of items at each firing (line 10). The subclasses extending Filter
abstract class must pass these three data rates as super class constructor
arguments.
Peeking allows filters to perform sliding-window operations, which were
traditionally performed by introducing mutable states, without using such
mutable variables. This technique ingeniously avoids stateful filters, hence
enabling data parallelization, which is necessary for high performance.
Finally, each filter must implement a work function, which is called repet-
itively in a steady state by the runtime system. This process is called
firing, during which the work function consumes items from the input chan-
nel, processes those, and produces the results to the output channel. The
work function of FIRSmoothingFilter (lines 15-29) reads cosWin.length
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number of Float numbers from the input stream (peek(n - i)), performs
calculation, and writes the to the output stream (push(y)). Finally, it
removes DFTLen number of items from the input channel. Each filter can
be fired any time its input requirements (peek and pop rates) are met, and
multiple firings of the same stateless worker can proceed in parallel. The




B Splitter Joiner 
Figure 2.6: Split-join in StreamJIT
A Split-join contains a splitter, a joiner, and two or more children that
are one-to-one elements; Figure 2.6 depicts the graphical representation
of a split-join. Splitter distributes the incoming data to its children for
processing. Once processed, joiner recombines the processed data streams
as a single output stream, enabling task-parallelism.
Like Filter, Splitter and Joiner also have work method in it, due to this,
these three are collectively named as Workers. The work method defines
the behavior of the Worker, i.e., the operational logic to process input
stream should go inside the work method. By extending Splitter, which
is an abstract class, and rewriting the work method, we can derive different
flavors of Splitter such as DuplicateSplitter, RoundRobbinSplitter,
WeightedRoundRobbinSplitter, and so on; the same applies to Joiner as
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well.
1 private static final class FilterBank
2 extends Splitjoin<Float, Float> {
3 private FilterBank(int channels) {
4 super(new DuplicateSplitter<Float>(),
5 new RoundrobinJoiner<Float>(2));






Figure 2.7: A splitjoin, FilterBank, from the vocoder benchmark. It is the
very first splitjoin in the stream graph shown in Figure 2.2. FilterBank con-
tains a DuplicateSplitter, a RoundrobinJoiner, and channels/2 number
of children, which are DFTFilters.
Figure 2.7 shows the code example of a splitjoin, FilterBank from the
vocoder benchmark. FilterBank extends Splitjoin abstract class and
adds a DuplicateSplitter and a RoundrobinJoiner by passing those as
super class constructor arguments (lines 4-5). Finally, it adds channels/2
number of DFTFilters as children (lines 6-8).
2.4.3 Pipeline
A B
Figure 2.8: Pipeline in StreamJIT
A pipeline is a stream element that connects one-to-one elements sequentially.
As depicted in the Figure 2.8, the output of the first one-to-one element is
connected as the input of the second one-to-one element, whose output is
again connected as the input of the third one-to-one element, and so on,
enabling pipeline parallelism.
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1 private static final class InnerPhaseStuff
2 extends Pipeline<Float, Float> {
3 private InnerPhaseStuff(int n_len, int m_len,




8 if (c != 1.0)
9 add(new ConstMultiplier(c));






Figure 2.9: A pipeline, InnerPhaseStuff, from the vocoder benchmark,
whose stream graph is shown in Figure 2.2. It connects one-to-one elements
sequentially.
Figure 2.9 shows a code example of a pipeline, InnerPhaseStuff from the
vocoder benchmark, in StreamJIT. The add method, provided in Pipeline
class, connects one-to-one elements sequentially. In Figure 2.9, it first
connects a PhaseUnwrapper and a FirstDifference filters sequentially (lines
6-7). Following that, it adds three more filters based on the variables c and
speed (lines 8-12).
Structured Streams Split-join and pipeline together enforce a standard
and hierarchical method to build a structured stream graph. The structured
stream allows programmers to visualize and reason logically about the
parallelism in a program, and then describe them. As a result, it eliminates
the programmer’s burden in exposing parallelism in stream programs and
improves the readability of the programs [97]. In addition to the program-
ming benefits, structured stream reduces the complexity of the compiler
optimization.
Further, structured stream graph with independent operators and explicit
communication channels enable high performance stream programs to be
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easily parallelizable and distributable.
Apart from the above-described language constructs, the original StreamIt
language provides two more language constructs, namely feedback loop
and teleport messaging. Feedback loops provide a way to create cycles in
a stream graph. Teleport messaging provides a way to send out-of-band
control messages between operators, i.e., providing point-to-point communi-
cation feature, in a stream graph. However, these language constructs are
not supported in the current version of StreamJIT because they are less
used (uncommon) language constructs that cause significant throughput
bottlenecks [98].
2.5 Chapter Summary
The StreamJIT language is strongly inspired by StreamIt and adapts its
language constructs. Further, it is an embedded domain specific language
that is expressed as a library API in Java. Users can build a stream graph
by extending the abstract classes provided in the library and implement-





The StreamJIT Compiler and
Runtime System
The previous chapter explains the language constructs of StreamJIT. This
chapter describes the implementation details of the StreamJIT compiler and
runtime system. StreamJIT is a collaborative research project between NUS
and MIT. Jeffrey Bosboom from MIT and I are the primary contributers.
Jeffery Bosboom designed and implemented the single node version of
StreamJIT [14, 15], whereas, I designed and implemented the distributed
version of StreamJIT, which is one of the contribution of this thesis. In order
to maintain the flow and the logical connection of this thesis, Section 3.5
explains how StreamJIT compiles and optimizes a program for single node.
StreamJIT’s commensal compiler [15] embedded in Java compiles and
runs stream programs on distributed systems including clusters and the
clouds. As a commensal compiler, StreamJIT uses Java class library as
its front end. It also leaves the back-end optimization to the Java JIT
compiler. The remaining part for the StreamJIT compiler is middle-end
optimization: partitioning a stream graph, distributing it, applying domain
specific optimizations, and allocating optimal resources.
The next two sections explain the execution model of StreamJIT and the
program life cycle of a StreamJIT program respectively as it will help to
understand the upcoming sections of this chapter. Following that, Section 3.3
explains the architecture of the StreamJIT compiler. Sections 3.4 and 3.5
explain the compilation process of StreamJIT in detail, including the middle-
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end optimizations it performs. Section 3.6 explains the runtime system;
finally, the evaluation of the system is provided in Section 3.7.
3.1 Execution Model
As explained in Section 2.4, users build stream graphs using StreamJIT’s
language constructs that are expressed as a library API in Java. The Java
compiler (javac) compiles StreamJIT’s language abstractions and generates
bytecode. During the runtime of the Java program in which a stream graph
is embedded, StreamJIT reads the stream graph, compiles and executes it.
During the compilation, which is a just-in-time (JIT) compilation, the
StreamJIT compiler partitions the stream graph into blobs and compiles
each blob independently on distributed nodes. Here a blob is a partition of
a stream graph with only one connected component, and the blobs should
not have cyclic dependency, i.e., blob graph must be acyclic. Moreover, the
firing of a blob is atomic, and each blob executes independently (without
global synchronization) as it receives input and produces output.
Figure 3.1 illustrates StreamJIT’s execution model. Any machine that
executes one or more blob of a stream graph is called a StreamNode. It
establishes connections (data channels) with other StreamNodes during
runtime to send or receive stream data. This can be considered as a peer-to-
peer architecture. At the same time, one node, called the controller, takes on
the additional responsibility to orchestrate the execution. All StreamNodes
must connect to the controller by establishing a control channel. This can
be considered a master-slave arrangement.
We choose to separate the data and control channels for better performance.
In particular, as high-performance stream applications process millions of
data items per second, checking for control messages for every data item
received will severely affect the system performance. Furthermore, having
separate channels allows for the optimization of inter-node communication.











(a) The controller and StreamNodes.





(c) The example stream graph running
on a three-node cluster.
Figure 3.1: StreamJIT’s execution model.
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and sent while custom objects can be serialized using custom serialization
before sending. Such optimizations save network bandwidth and increase
throughput.
In addition to the separate channels, StreamJIT uses only one control
channel for each StreamNode, and a dedicated thread is assigned for each
such channel to ensure the system responsiveness. All blobs running on a
particular StreamNode share the control channel. A single control channel
per StreamNode suffices because control messages are infrequent. Li et
al [68], on the other hand, use separate control channel for every edge in
a graph, i.e., every edge will have two channels: one data and one control
channel. When distributing, this model requires two connections and four
threads for every inter-node edge. We showed that a SDF can be distributed
and executed with far lesser resources than Li et al ’s model.
3.1.1 System Initialization
When the system is started, the controller listens on a predefined port for
StreamNodes to connect. For each connected StreamNode, the controller
spawns a communicator thread, which is responsible to receive and dispatch
any control message that is sent by the StreamNode it manages. Instead
of a single thread managing all StreamNodes, a dedicated communicator
thread is assigned to keep the system responsive and deadlock-free.
Once all StreamNodes are connected, the controller requests and collects
hardware information including IP address from each StreamNode. The IP
addresses of StreamNodes are then redistributed to all StreamNodes, so that
they can establish data channels when needed. Now StreamNodes listen for
the controller to send one or more blobs for compilation and execution.
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3.2 Program Life Cycle
In order to implement peeking and to improve performance, the compiler
stores a fixed amount of data items in the internal buffers of a blob. We
call this internal buffering. Peeking allows workers to read data items from
a input buffer without removing them from the buffer, enabling a sliding
window operation while avoiding stateful operators [97]. Furthermore,
internal buffering amortizes communication and synchronization cost, and
breaks the data dependencies between the compiled blobs, enabling software
pipelining [86], thereby boosting performance.
The internal buffers must be filled at the beginning of a program and cleared
at the end of the program. Thus, a StreamJIT program’s, as well as a blob’s,
life cycle contains three execution phases namely, initialization, steady-state,
and draining, which are described below.
Initialization The initialization phase fills the internal buffers of a blob.
Depends on the peeking channels in a program and the program optimization
decisions, the compiler calculates the amount of data need to be buffered
internally and generates a partial schedule that guarantees to fill the internal
buffers. Subsection 3.5.3 explains calculation in detail. The runtime system
spawns a single thread for each blob and executes the partial schedule of
that blob, effectively filling the internal buffers.
Steady-state The program spends the vast majority of its execution
time in the steady-state phase, in which each thread alternates between
executing its allocated portion of the execution schedule and synchronizing
at a barrier, during which output is emitted and new input is ingested. As
StreamJIT programs are SDF based, blobs consume fixed amount items
from their input buffers and produce fixed amount of items to their output
buffers in this phase, leaving the internal buffer sizes unchanged [62]. This
steady-state execution is also referred as firing. The runtime system fires a
blob as long as enough data items remaining in its input buffers, and at the
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same time enough free space available in its output buffers.
Draining At the end of a program or when a reconfiguration is requested,
the draining phase attempts to empty the internal buffers. It executes
the un-optimized original graph with a fine-grained pull schedule [97] on a
single thread, processing the internal buffer data items. Subsection 3.6.3
discusses the draining process in detail.






















Figure 3.2: StreamJIT workflow. At compile time, stream program along
with surrounding Java program is compiled by javac, generating Java
bytecode files. At runtime, the controller compiler distributes partition
information, domain specific optimization decisions, and other compilation
information to StreamNodes and compiles the stream program with the
help of the StreamNode compiler.
Figure 3.2 illustrates the StremJIT compiler architecture, comprising a
controller compiler and a StreamNode compiler. At the compile time of the
Java program in which a stream program is embedded, Java compiler (javac)
compiles the program as any other Java program and generates standard
Java bytecode files. The StreamJIT compiler compiles stream programs
during the runtime of the Java program. The controller compiler takes the
stream graph along with input and output sources of the graph and compiles
the whole graph with aid of the StreamNode compilers; specifically, it
distributes partition information, domain specific optimization decisions, and
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other compilation information to the StreamNode compilers and compiles
the program. The StreamNode compilers receive all necessary information
from the controller compiler and compile the partitions independently. The
whole compilation process, which is explained in the following sections, is
distributed and just-in-time (JIT). The execution starts immediately after
the compilation, where the compiled stream graph will be fired by the
runtime system as long as enough input is available or halt is requested.
The next section explains the controller compiler in detail. Following that,
Section 3.5 explains the StreamNode compiler.






























Controller Compiler StreamNode Compiler 
Figure 3.3: The complete compilation steps of the StreamJIT compiler
suite. The whole process is distributed. The compiler suite takes Java
bytecode files where a stream graph exists as input, applies series of middle-
end optimizations as shown, and generates MethodHandle chain along with

















(a) A structured StreamJIT program
(b) Unstructured stream graph
Figure 3.4: (3.4a) A structured StreamJIT program, which is composed
of three splitjoins and a pipeline. The outer splitjoin has three children: a
splitjoin, a filter, and a pipeline. The pipeline connects a filter and a splitjoin
sequentially. (3.4b) The unstructured stream graph of the structured stream
graph in Figure 3.4a, where the splitjoins and the pipeline have been
discarded.
This section explains the compilation process at the controller in temporal
order. Figure 3.3 depicts the complete compilation steps of the StreamJIT
compiler suite. In a nutshell, the compiler takes Java bytecode files as
input and generates MethodHandle chain along with parallelized execution
schedule on distributed nodes as output. The compiler first loads the class
files, builds the stream graph, and performs the compilation steps that are
explained below. The stream program in Figure 3.4a is used throughout this
chapter to explain the whole compilation process. As depicted in Figure 3.3,
the first step of the compilation process is domain specific semantic checking,
which is explained in the next sub section.
3.4.1 Domain Specific Semantic Checking
Compared to a standalone domain specific language, one of the downside of
having an embedded language is that not all domain specific rules for the
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semantic correctness of a program can be enforced at the language level.
This is because, whatever is legal in the host language is not necessarily
legal in the embedded language. This incompatibility necessitates compiler
checking for the semantic correctness of the program at the beginning of
the compilation process.
The StreamJIT compiler performs two semantic checks namely, type check-
ing and structure checking, which are described below. If the semantic
checking succeeds, the compiler continues the compilation. Otherwise, it
throws an IllegalStreamGraphException, and terminates the compila-
tion.
StreamJIT Language Type Checking
Direct instances of Pipeline, Splitjoin, and Filter classes are not al-
lowed in a stream graph. Because, when distributing, the StreamNode
compiler has no way to correctly identify and instantiate them as the class
name of such instances are not unique. The controller compiler first checks
the types of the elements in the graph and ensures the class names are
unique, so that it can be distributed correctly.
Stream Graph Structure Checking
The compiler next checks the stream graph for structural correctness. As
StreamJIT uses Java as its front-end, the stream graph that passed com-
pilation to this point is still not necessarily legal. For example, a single
instance of the FIRSmoothingFilter (shown in Figure 2.5) filter can be
added to multiple places in a stream graph. This makes the stream graph
unstructured and thus illegal. Another example is a WeightedSplitter can
be created with different number of weights and children. The controller
compiler checks the structure of the stream graph it compiles and ensures












Figure 3.5: (3.5a) A possible partition for the stream graph in Figure 3.4,
where the graph is partitioned into four blobs. (3.5b) Shows the correspond-
ing blob graph.
3.4.2 Partitioning
The compiler then converts the stream graph consisting of pipelines and
splitjoins into an unstructured stream graph containing only the workers
(from Figure 3.4a to Figure 3.4b). Then it partitions the graph into blobs.
Figure 3.5 shows a possible partition for the stream graph in Figure 3.4,
where the graph is partitioned into four blobs. Partitioning information
—that is, how to partition a graph— can be generated in two ways: 1) by an
external agent such as an autotuner, or 2) by the naive built-in horizontal
partitioner that cuts the graph horizontally.
If an external agent is used, the compiler checks the correctness of the
partitioning. Currently, each blob in a legal partition must be a connected
component; and at the same time, no cycles are allowed between blobs. We
need connected component so that the compiler can apply full optimization
suite, such as fusing two filters together or performing coarse-grained data
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and task parallelization, to the blob, generating high-performance programs.
Cycles are not allowed in a partition because the cyclic dependency blocks
the blobs from firing (firing of a blob is atomic). For example, lets assume
a partition that creates only two blobs (blob A and blob B) where blob A
sends data to blob B and receives its output back. Blob B needs data from
blob A to fire, and at the same time, blob A needs data from blob B to
fire, as it has an input channel comes from blob B. Consequently, this cyclic
dependency makes both blobs non-executable.
The compiler builds a blob graph (Figure 3.5b) for each new partition and
checks the blob graph for cycles. If a cycle found, the partition will be
rejected.
3.4.3 Automatic Distribution
After partitioning, the controller compiler sends the partition information,
domain specific optimization decisions, and other compilation information in-
cluding port numbers to make data channels to StreamNodes. StreamNodes
immediately compile the blobs according the configuration they received:
the parallel and distributed single node compilation starts. The single node
compilation process is explained in Section 3.5.
The controller compiler waits for all StreamNode compilers to complete the
single node compilation. If any StreamNode compiler reports compilation
exception (StreamCompilationFailedException), the whole compilation
is aborted. When compiled successfully, each StreamNode compiler sends
the minimum buffer requirement of the blob it compiled to the controller
compiler. This information is used to calculate deadlock-free buffer sizes.
3.4.4 Global Buffer Calculation
After compiling blobs, the StreamNode compilers send the minimum buffer
requirement of the blobs’ input and output buffers to the controller compiler.
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Incorrect input or output buffer sizes can lead to deadlock, which is discussed
in Chapter 4. The controller compiler collects buffer requirements, calculates
deadlock free buffer sizes, and sends back those to StreamNodes. Finally,
StreamNodes create buffers according to the buffer sizes sent by the controller
compiler.
3.5 The StreamNode Compiler
This section explains the domain specific optimizations that StreamJIT
applies to a stream program and the compilation process of the StreamNode
compiler through a running example. Each StreamNode compiles only the
assigned partition(s) of a stream graph. Therefore, the whole stream-graph
compilation happens distributively in parallel, speeding up the compilation
process and minimizing the total compilation time, which is important
as the process happen just-in-time. This design helps StreamJIT to do
cluster-wide dynamic recompilation and downtime-free live reconfiguration,
which are explained in the upcoming chapters.
3.5.1 Compilation and Domain Specific Optimizations
The right-hand-side of Figure 3.3 depicts the top-level compilation pro-
cess of the StreamNode compiler. The compiler takes a blob as input,
applies domain specific optimizations that transforms the original graph to
a high performance version, and generates MethodHandle chain along with
parallelized execution schedule.
By generating MethodHandle chain, StreamJIT compiler becomes free from
doing standard compiler optimizations such as register allocation, loop
unrolling, and constant propagation. The JVM has complete visibility to
the user code of the stream program through the method handle chain. In
addition to that, the StreamJIT compiler also ensures the root and the








Figure 3.6: Blob-C from the stream graph in Figure 3.5 in which a filter
and a splitjoin are enclosed in a pipeline. This blob’s data rates are shown
in Figure 3.8.
that declare the references as static final variables. The generated
constant MethodHandle chain allows JVM JIT compiler apply full suite
of standard compiler optimizations to the stream program. Constant loop
variables and array lengths enable unrolling, constant object references
enable devirtualization without type guards, and the JVM is able to inline
as far down as it deems profitable, enabling better JVM optimizations than
if the loops were implemented with bytecode.
Following subsections explain each compilation step shown in the right-
hand-side of Figure 3.3 in detail, using a running example based on Blob-C
from the stream graph in Figure 3.5, which is repeated in Figure 3.6 with
more details.
3.5.2 Fusion
The StreamNode compiler receives a partition of a stream graph for compila-
tion. First, it fuses the workers into groups (from Figure 3.7a to Figure 3.7b).
Worker fusion [46] adjusts granularity of the stream graph to fit the target















Figure 3.7: Grouping and fusion. (3.7a) The unstructured form of the
blob in Figure 3.6. The pipeline and split-join have been discarded. (3.7b)
The blob from Figure 3.6 after fusion. Workers W0 and W1 are fused together.
cache utilization.
Groups have no internal buffering, while enough data items are buffered on
inter-group edges to break the data dependencies between groups (software
pipelining [86]). This enables independent data-parallelization of each group
without synchronization. Peeking workers are never fused upward as they
would introduce buffering within the group. Stateful filters (whose state is
held in fields, not as buffered items) may be fused, but their statefulness
infects the entire group, preventing it from being data-parallelized.
3.5.3 Scheduling
After the fusion, the compiler calculates execution schedule for the blob.
It includes two different schedules: 1) initialization schedule, which get
executed during the initialization phase of the program to fill the internal
buffers between groups, and 2) steady-state schedule, which get executed
during the steady-state phase of the program. As StreamJIT programs are
SDF based, worker groups consume fixed amount items from input buffer
and produces fixed amount of items to the output buffer during steady-state
schedule, leaves the internal buffer sizes unchanged [62].
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Steady-state schedule further includes two sub schedules, intra-group sched-
ule and inter-group schedule. Intra-group schedule calculates the execution
count of each worker in a group to complete that group’s one whole execu-
tion. Whereas, inter-group schedule calculates the execution count of each
group in the blob to complete the whole blob’s one execution.
The compiler formulates integer linear programs and solves it using lp_solve1.
For intra-group schedule, the variables in the equations denote how many
time each worker should be executed in order to complete a full execution
of the group. Constrains ensure the internal buffers are unchanged during
the execution. For example, to leave the buffer size unchanged between
worker x1 with push rate 3 and worker x2 with pop rate 4, the compiler
would add the constraint 3x1 − 4x2 = 0; to grow the buffer by (at least)
10 items, the constraint would be 3x1 − 4x2 ≥ 10. (See Figure 3.8 for a
steady-state example.)
The compiler then calculates initialization schedule. Initialization schedule
uses same intra-group schedules, and only new inter-group schedule need
to be calculated. ILP equations are formulated as explained above with
modified constrains that ensure enough items are buffered in the internal
buffers. If any worker peeks, an additional constrain will be added to
guarantee enough items are buffered for the peeking operation.
3.5.4 Built-in Splitter and Joiner Removal
The compiler then removes built-in Splitter and Joiner, and replaces with
index function. Splitters and Joiners do nothing other than memory copying;
They either distribute or merge data items in a known pattern. For an
example, RoundrobinSplitter reads data items from its input buffer and
writes it to its output buffer in a round-robin fashion, which is merely a
memory copy. Compiler avoids the unnecessary memory copies by removing


















W0− W1 = 0
W1− W2 = 0
3W1− 6W3 = 0
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Figure 3.8: An intra-group steady-state schedule example, showing the
integer linear program generated if all workers in Figure 3.6 are fused
into one group. Each variable represents the number of executions of the
corresponding worker in the steady-state schedule. The first five constraints
(one per edge) enforce that the buffer sizes do not change after items are
popped and pushed. The second five (one per worker) enforce that workers
do not execute negative times, and the last enforces that at least one worker
is executed (ensuring progress is made). Inter-group scheduling is the same,












Figure 3.9: The blob from Figure 3.6 before and after splitter removal.
The splitter W1 and the storages storage 1 and storage 2 are removed.
W2 and W3 read directly from W0’s output storage (storage 0), avoiding the
memory copies performed by the splitter W1.
upper worker (the real producer) to write its output to the correct output
buffer directly, instead of going through an intermediate buffer.
For example, splitter S0 in Figure 3.6 has two downstream workers and it
distributes one item to its first child (F1) and 3 items to its second child (F2)
in turn. It can be removed by modifying its downstream workers to read
from indices 4i and 4 ∗ bi/3c+ i%3 + 1 in its upstream storage. Figure 3.9
depicts this process, where the splitter W1, as well as the storages storage
1 and storage 2, is removed. Here, we call the storages storage 1 and
storage 2 as victim storages and storage 0 as survivor storage. Joiner
removal results in similar transformations of write indices. Nested splitjoins
may result in multiple removals, in which the index transformations are
composed.
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3.5.5 Type Inference and Unboxing
StreamJIT defines its language constructs using Java generics, e.g., Pipeline<I, O>.
When sub-classing a language construct, user need to pass concrete type
arguments, e.g., Pipeline<Integer, Double>. Having data items in ob-
ject form takes more storage space and communication bandwidth. Further,
the objects need to be unboxed during the actual computation, and the
result need to be boxed again and written to the output buffer, which incurs
unnecessary computation overhead.
StreamJIT compiler recovers the actual type via reflection and unboxes if the
type turned to be an object variant of a primitive type. Thereby, it optimizes
the storage requirement, communication bandwidth, and computation over-
head. For example, if MyPipeline extends Pipeline<Integer, Double>
is upstream of MySplitJoin extends SplitJoin<T,U>, the compiler can
infer T to be Double. After unboxing, the data items are stored, communi-
cated, and accessed in primitive form; not in its object form.
3.5.6 Data Parallelization
One of the advantage of StreamJIT language is task-, pipeline-, and data
parallelization are handled by the language and the compiler; not by pro-
grammer, which frees the programmers from parallelization hassles. The
first two, task- and pipeline parallelizations, are exposed by split-join and
pipeline, respectively. Data parallelization, however, need to be identified
and performed by the compiler.
Compiler data parallelizes stateless workers (or groups) to maximally utilize
the available computation resources. How the compiler data parallelize is
beyond the scope of this thesis; See Section 8.4 of [15] for full explanation.
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3.5.7 Storage Allocation
As discussed above, storages are not allowed inside groups; they only lie
between groups and enable inter-group communication. Storage are
allocated that guarantees producer group have enough space to complete
its full external schedule; and at the same time, consumer group can read
enough data items to complete its full external schedule.
The compiler calculates storage sizes from the schedules (initialization
and steady-state) and the workers’ data rates (push, pop, and peek). For
example, let worker w, which belongs to group g, writes its output to storage
s. Further, let sinitremaining denotes number of data items remain in storage
s after the initialization schedule, and let interGSsteady and intraGSsteady
denote inter-group and intra-group steady-state schedules, respectively. The
steady-state size of storage s is calculated as follows
ssteady = (interGSsteadyg ∗ intraGSsteadyw ∗ pushw) + sinitremaining
Initialization phase and steady-state phase use separate storages. The
remaining data after the initialization phase is copied to corresponding
steady-state storage during phase transition. Initialization phase always
uses Java arrays as backing storage. Steady-state phase uses three different
implementations – Java array, direct NIO Buffer, or native memory allo-
cated with sun.misc.Unsafe – as backing storages, where the last two can
be used only for primitive types.
Due to the splitter joiner removal optimization, reading from (or writing
to) a storage may not be linear. This is because, after the removal, more
than one worker may read from (or write to) a storage. For each worker,
the compiler adds index calculation function that translates worker’s logical
indices to storage’s physical indices, as explained in Section 3.5.4.
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3.5.8 Group to Core Mapping
Followed by the storage allocation, the compiler maps the groups to available
cores. Stateless groups (groups that have no stateful worker) can be data
parallelized and mapped on more than one core; however, stateful groups
can be mapped only on a single core. The compiler first maps stateful
groups and then maps the stateless groups by dividing their steady-state
inter-group schedule among remaining cores.
3.5.9 Code Generation
Finally, the compiler generates method handle chain for each core. See















Figure 3.10: The stream program in Figure 3.4 running on a four-node
cluster. The data channels are established according to the partitions.
After the compilation, the runtime system of each StreamNode establishes
network connections with other StreamNodes according to the partitioning
information, allocates channel buffers, and executes the blobs. Figure 3.10
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depicts the stream program in Figure 3.4 running on a four-node cluster.
The next section explains the runtime system in detail.


















Runtime system Runtime system
StreamNode
Controller Compiler
Figure 3.11: The StreamJIT runtime system. Like the compiler, the
runtime system is also distributed, and it manages resources including
threads, network connections, buffers, and stream data. Reconfigurer calls
the compiler to recompile a program during runtime, which is explained in
Chapter 5.
Figure 3.11 depicts the main components of StreamJIT, comprising the dis-
tributed compiler and the distributed runtime system. The previous sections
explain the functionalities of the compiler. This section explains the function-
alities of the runtime system: specifically, the basic functionalities. Besides,
the runtime system also plays important role in StreamJIT’s advanced
features: cluster-wide dynamic recompilation (Chapter 5), downtime-free
live reconfiguration (Chapter 6), and online autotuning (Chapter 7), which
are explained in the respective chapters.
Like the compiler, the StreamJIT runtime system also distributed, compris-
ing a controller runtime system and a StreamNode runtime system, which
are explained below.
The Controller Runtime System is responsible to orchestrate the
whole execution. First, it maintains the control channels. For each connected
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StreamNode, the runtime system uses a dedicated thread to communicate
with it, ensuring responsiveness and avoiding potential deadlock situations.
It performs operations – such as start or stop the program, exception and
error handling, and recompile the program – by sending various commands
through the control channels. Furthermore, the compiler suite also uses the
runtime system’s control channels to distributively compile the program by
sending compilation information back and forth.
The StreamNode Runtime System is responsible to execute the blobs
that are assigned to the StreamNode it belongs. It also responsible to
manage the resources – such as computation threads, network connections,
inter-blob buffers, and etc – of the StreamNode. The network connections
link the inter-node buffers and thus inter-node blobs, and plain local buffers
link intra-node blobs. Dedicated IO threads (a thread per connection if the
connection is blocking) are used: input threads receive data from upstream
blob and fill the blob’s input buffers, and output threads send the data from
the blob’s output buffers to the downstream blobs. Computation threads
fire the blob whenever the input buffers contain enough data.
The StreamNode runtime system receives control messages from the con-
troller runtime system and responds accordingly. A control message can be
new partition information, program status request, recompilation request,
draining command, and many others. Furthermore, the runtime system at
StreamNode uses a single thread to respond to the controller’s commands,
performing the following steps in a loop: 1) listen for a control message, 2)
receive a control message, 3) respond to the message.
The following subsections explain the main components of the StreamJIT
runtime system.
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3.6.1 AppManager and BlobsManager
AppManager, which is at the controller runtime system, is responsible to
manage the resources that are related to a running stream program. It
maintains a head channel, which injects the stream data into the graph, and
a tail channel, which collects the output of the graph. Dedicated threads
are allocated to each channel. Furthermore, AppManager is also responsible
to start-, stop-, and recompile a stream program or handle exceptions that
are thrown by StreamNodes.
BlobsManager, which is at the StreamNode runtime system, is responsible
to manage resources for the blobs that are running on the StreamNode,
including allocating inter-blob buffers, creating and managing data channels,
and mapping computation threads to cores.
3.6.2 BlobExecuter
BlobExecuter executes a single blob. The StreamNode runtime system
creates a new BlobExecuter for each blob. During the runtime, BlobExecuter
creates threads for the blob it executes (blobs expose number of threads
they need) and repetitively fires the blob. It also responsible handle any
exceptions that the blob throws, explained in Subsection 3.6.4.
3.6.3 Drainer and BlobDrainer
StreamJIT purposefully buffers data items inside the blobs for high perfor-
mance. Furthermore, the peeking buffers also necessitate to store data items
inside a blob. The sizes of the internally buffered data – the purposefully
buffered data and the peeking buffer data – remain constant throughout the
steady-state execution of a program. In addition to the internally buffered
data, the remaining (residue) data that is not enough to fire a steady state
execution also stays inside the stream graph during its steady-state execu-
tion. The internally buffered data and the residue data are collectively
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called as drain data.
Drain data must be processed completely and cleared from the graph for
the correctness. This drain data processing stage, which is conducted
by the Drainer, is called the draining phase. The drainer supports two
different draining mechanisms: intermediate draining and final draining.
We first explain the top level draining process, which is common for both
draining mechanisms, in the next paragraph. Following that, each draining
mechanism is explained.
Drainer orchestrates the whole graph’s draining process, which happens
in topological order, with the help of BlobDrainers. Just after the graph
partitioning, the compiler builds the blob graph of the partitioning that
maintains the predecessor successor relationship among the blobs (discussed
in Subsection 3.4.2); Figure 3.5 shows a possible partitioning and the
corresponding blob graph for the stream graph in Figure 3.4. Drainer
uses this blob graph to drain the graph in topological order. It first stops
injecting any new stream data into the graph. Then it requests the top
most blob to drain. Once drained, the BlobDrainer informs back to Drainer.
If a blob’s all of upstream blobs have drained, it is requested to drain. This
process continues till the last blob drains. Parallel draining is possible if
two blobs are independent.
Intermediate draining can be invoked to reconfigure a running program;
Chapters 5 and 6 justify the need of this. During the intermediate draining,
blobs fire till they have enough input data, and then sends the drain data
along with the program state back to the controller. Drainer, apart from
orchestrating the draining process, collects the drain data and the program
state from all blobs and builds the state of the whole program.
Final draining can be invoked to stop the program. In this case, Drainer
uses fine-grained schedule – which, however, may not be performant – to
process and clear the drain data completely; no drain data is collected.
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Once the whole graph is drained, Drainer stops the head and tail channels.
The program stops just after this step.
3.6.4 Exception Handling
Any exception that is thrown at a StreamNode is caught, serialized, and sent
to the controller. If the exception is manageable by the controller, it man-
ages; otherwise, it re-throws the exception. Most of the exceptions such as
StreamCompilationFailedException, IllegalConfigurationException,
and IllegalStreamGraphException are unmanageable by the controller,
and it simply re-throws it to the user. However, some are manageable by
the controller. For example, StreamNodes send AddressBindException if
a network connection for a data channel cannot be established due to the
port is being occupied. In this case, the controller changes the port number
for the data channel and informs the new port number to the StreamNodes
that are at the both sides of the data channel.
3.7 Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate the scalability aspect of distributed StreamJIT.
The single-node compiler’s performance can be found at [15]. In sum, its
throughput was compared with a state-of-the-art system, StreamIt [99, 46],
and the average throughput of StreamJIT is 2.8 times higher than StreamIt.
Benchmarking was performed on a cluster of identical machines equipped
with 2.4GHz dual-socket Intel Xeon E5-2695v2 processors (12 cores per
socket, 2 threads per core) and 128GB RAM running Ubuntu 14.10, with




















































































































































Figure 3.12: Scalability of the system. Throughput of different size
clusters compared to single node throughput. 20 cores from each node in
the cluster is used.
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3.7.1 Scalability
In order to quantitatively show the scalability of the system, each benchmark
ran on 1, 2, 4, 8 and 16 compute nodes (where each node has 24 cores)
and the best throughput was measured. Figure 3.12 shows the throughput
improvements for different sized clusters in comparison with the single
node throughput. It is worth note that scalability significantly depends
on the program’s characteristics. Large programs such as FilterBank with
64 processing pipelines or FMRadio with 41 bands and 4096 taps scales
well as expected. For example, FilterBank(64) shows 17x performance
improvement on 16 node cluster compared to the single node performance.
However, some benchmarks (e.g., Vocoder) have stateful filters that become
a performance bottleneck when scaling and thus show no improvement in
the throughput when more nodes were added.
3.8 Chapter Summary
Stream programs are an important class of applications computes on long-
running or infinite streams of data. We have built a distributed compiler and
runtime system for SDF based stream programs, which can automatically
distribute and scale the applications over cluster nodes in accordance to
the program’s needs. Furthermore, StreamJIT compiles the programs in
a distributed, just-in-time manner. Each StreamNode compiles only the
assigned partition(s) of a stream graph. Therefore, the whole stream-graph
compilation happens in parallel, speeding up the compilation process and
minimizing the total compilation time, which is important as the process
happen just-in-time.
StreamJIT gives performance 2.8 times better than StreamIt’s native code








In this chapter, we explain six different deadlock scenarios arise when
distributing a StreamJIT program in a bounded resource environment.
Deadlocks cause a system to produce no output while occupying resources
forever. Debugging a system for a deadlock is excruciatingly hard as the
entire system is distributed over dozens of nodes in a cluster or the cloud.
Knowing these scenarios in advance helps to design a deadlock-free system,
which guarantees to produce correct output, without any painful debugging
on a distributed system or costly rework.
StreamJIT programs are fundamentally synchronous data flow (SDF) graphs,
where the vertices are operators and the edges are data channels. The graphs
consume fixed amount of input and produce fixed amount of output during
each firing. Furthermore, the data rates are known at compile time, enabling
advanced compiler optimizations and static scheduling.
The StreamJIT compiler applies domain specific optimizations that trans-
forms the graph and converts the data channels to buffers. The operators,
including the transformed operators, communicate each other through the
buffers. Furthermore, the compiled units internally store data items for high-
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performance reasons such as amortizing communication cost, amortizing
synchronization cost, and enabling software pipelining. Determining appro-
priate buffer sizes is important: under-provisioning may lead to deadlock;
and at the same time, over-provisioning results in ineffective system.
One solution to avoid deadlocks is using dynamic buffers. However, dy-
namic buffers are ineffective as they introduce unnecessary memory copies.
Furthermore, it necessitates to have a clever algorithm to detect deadlock
situation and expand the buffers. Furthermore, the expansion process in-
curs runtime overhead and thus affects the performance. Therefore, using
dynamic buffers are not suitable for high performance programs.
In StreamJIT, we tackle the deadlocks by allocating correct buffer sizes,
adding new features to the system, and implementing policies for the
runtime system. The solutions we use have various advantages. First, they
are effective as they introduce no runtime overhead. Second, they need no
global runtime coordination, so each node can run independently.
However, it is important to note that this chapter explains the deadlocks
that we faced during the development of the system. No formal proves
are provided in this chapter, and thus it does not guarantee the deadlock
freeness of the system. Theoretically, there can be unidentified deadlocks.
Provided that, in our experience, with tens of thousands of reconfigurations
and hundreds of hours of execution, no further deadlocks were encountered
in practice.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. The next section explains a
naïve execution model, which is prone to various deadlocks. Following that,
we describe six deadlocks and the solutions in Section 4.3. The last section
provides chapter summary.
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Figure 4.1: The stream graph in Fig. 4.1a is partitioned and compiled as
shown in Fig. 4.1c. The data rates of init and steady-state schedules are
shown next to each channel. Fig. 4.1b shows the corresponding blob graph.
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Chapter 3 explains StreamJIT’s compilation and execution model in detail.
However, in this section, we briefly summarize StreamJIT’s compilation
and execution model as it will help to understand the deadlocks explained
in this chapter.
The StreamJIT compiler partitions a stream graph, compiles the partitions
(aka. blobs), and generates execution schedules; Figure 4.1 depicts one such
process. The stream graph in Figure 4.1a is partitioned into three blobs,
and compiled as shown in Figure 4.1c. Figure 4.1b shows the corresponding
blob graph. The compiled blobs also expose the data rates of initialization
and steady-state schedules separately. During the initialization phase, blobs
execute partial schedule to fill the internal buffers; and during the steady-
state phase, blobs consume fixed amount of input and produce fixed amount
of output, leaving the buffer sizes unchanged.
After the compilation, the runtime system of each StreamNode establishes
network connections with other StreamNodes according to the partitioning
information, allocate channel buffers, and executes the blobs. The network
connections link the inter-node buffers and thus inter-node blobs, and plain
local buffers link intra-node blobs. Dedicated IO threads (a thread per
connection if the connection is blocking) are used: input threads receive
data from upstream blob and fill the blob’s input buffers, and output
threads send the data from the blob’s output buffers to the downstream
blobs. Computation threads fire the blob whenever the input buffers contain
enough data.
In addition, the runtime system at StreamNode uses a single thread to
respond to the controller’s commands, performing the following steps in a
loop: 1) listen for a control message, 2) receive a control message, 3) respond
to the message. A control message can be a new partition information,
application status request, recompilation request, draining command, and
etc.
A simple buffer allocation strategy can be allocating enough buffer that
satisfies a blob’s both init and steady-state schedule requirements: blob-local
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buffer allocation. For example, in Figure 4.1c, initialization and steady-state
data rates of the input channel of blob C are 48 and 24, respectively. So
allocating blob C’s input buffer with size of 48 would satisfy the both
schedule’s requirements. Figure 4.2 shows the blob graph in Figure 4.1b
running on 2 StreamNodes. The final buffer sizes are shown according to

























Figure 4.2: Mapping of the blob graph in Fig. 4.1b on two StreamNodes.
The runtime systems of the StreamNodes establishes network connection
that links the inter-node buffers. The figure also shows the final sizes of
each buffer according to blob-local buffer allocation strategy.
This design makes the runtime system simple as no global coordination is
needed; it executes a blob as long as enough data is available at the input
buffers, a graph independent execution. In this chapter, we, however, show
that this model is prone to deadlock. The next section explains six different
deadlock scenarios that can arise with this naïve execution model.
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4.3 Deadlocks
In this section, we describe six different deadlock scenarios. Some deadlocks
explained below can be solved by allocating appropriate buffers; whereas,
some other need changes in the system design.
Li et al. [69] define and prove a deadlock theorem for dynamic data flow
(DDF) graphs. According to the definitions and the theorems described in
the paper, a node u blocks a node v if v is waiting for input from u, or if v
is waiting to send output to u; furthermore, a system is deadlocked if there
exists a blocking cycle.
Li et al. [69] considers filtering (programs discard some data items) as the
deadlock causing factor. Here, we tackle different deadlock causing factors:
inappropriate buffer sizes, incompetent system model, and internal buffering.
We explain the simplest and atomic form of each deadlock. However, in
reality, these deadlocks can be convoluted or propagated to different forms,
particularly large graphs running on dozens of cluster nodes. Finding the
reason for a deadlock itself, especially in distributed execution environment,
can cause hundreds of man hours.
4.3.1 Deadlock 1: Inadequate Steady-state Alloca-
tion
Problem Allocating exactly one fold of steady-state data rate may lead to
a deadlock during the steady-state execution phase. In other words, a blob
may need to fire multiple times to satisfy the stream graph’s one steady-state
firing. Not allocating enough output buffers to store the outputs produced
by the multiple firings will lead to deadlock.
Figure 4.3 shows a portion of a blob graph where such a deadlock situation
occurs. The steady-state data rates are shown next to each channel. At
each steady-state firing, blob A produces one data item each to its output
















Figure 4.3: Deadlock 1. A portion of a blob graph that is deadlocked
during steady-state execution due to the blob-local buffer allocation strategy.
five to the output buffer BO1CI1; blob C consumes one from its both two
input buffers. According to the blob-local buffer allocation strategy, the
buffer AO2CI2 get set to two; this buffer may be distributed if the blobs A
and C are running on different nodes.
After the blob A’s second firing, the buffer AO2CI2 becomes full. Blob C
can not consume the data because its other input buffer remains empty:
C blocks A. Blob B cannot fire because the buffer AO1BI1 contains only
two data items, which is less than the required: A blocks B. As a result,
all of blob B’s output buffers, including BO1CI1, remain empty. So blob C
cannot fire as one of its input buffer is empty: B blocks C. Consequently, a
blocking cycle is formed: C blocks A; A blocks B; B blocks C.
Solution One should remember that a stream graph’s one firing may
require some blobs’ multiple firings. So the runtime system should prepare
enough resources to handle multiple firings of the blobs, not just one.
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StreamJIT solves this deadlock by calculating each blob’s firing counts
that completes the whole graph’s one firing and adjusting the buffer sizes
accordingly. It formulates ILP equations as follows
Let G denotes to a blob graph and X denotes to a blob in the graph.
Similarly, let ECsX denotes the steady-state execution count of the blob X
that satisfies the graph’s one firing. Obviously, the execution count must
be at least one to make progress; the condition generates the following set
of inequalities.
∀X ∈ G, ECsX > 0 (4.1)
Also let, b denotes to a buffer in the blob graph G; the producer of the
buffer b (blob bP ) produces bsin data items, and the consumer of the buffer b
(blob bC) consumes bsout data items at each firing. During the steady-state
execution of the whole graph, the data items produced must be equal to
the data items consumed, which yields the following set of equations.
∀b ∈ G, ECsbP ∗ bsin − ECsbC ∗ bsout = 0 (4.2)
StreamJIT determines the execution count of each blob by solving the
constrains generated by Equations 4.1 and 4.2; it uses lp_solve1 to solve
the equations. After finding the steady-state execution counts, the steady-






In the example explained above, the buffer AO2CI2 must be set to five or
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Figure 4.4: Deadlock 2. A portion of a blob graph that is deadlocked
during the initialization phase due to the blob-local buffer allocation strategy.
4.3.2 Deadlock 2: Inadequate Init Allocation
Problem Allocating buffers to satisfy each blob’s initialization schedule’s
data rates may lead to a deadlock during the initialization phase. In other
words, a blob may need to run several steady-state executions to fulfill a
downstream blob’s initialization schedule. The buffers should be prepared
to hold the additional firings’ output; otherwise, the system is prone to
deadlock.
Figure 4.4 shows a portion of a blob graph which experiences such a deadlock
during the initialization phase. The data rates of both schedules are shown
next to each channel. Blob C requires eight data items from blob B to
1http://lpsolve.sourceforge.net/
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complete its initialization schedule. To satisfy this requirement, blob B must
execute eight steady-state firings, requiring blob A to do the same. If we set
the buffer AO2DI2’s size to two, the buffer becomes full after the blob A’s
second firing. Blob D cannot consume the data as its other input buffer
remains empty: D blocks A. As a result the buffer AO1BI1 becomes empty:
A blocks B. Blob C is waiting for data items from blob B to complete
its initialization schedule: B blocks C. Finally, the buffer CO1DI1 remains
empty: C blocks D. Consequently, a blocking cycle is formed: D blocks A;
A blocks B; B blocks C; C blocks D.
Solution In addition to executing each blob’s initialization schedule, one
should remember that a stream graph’s initialization phase may require some
blob’s one or more steady-state executions as well. So the runtime system
should prepare enough resources to handle multiple firings of the blobs.
StreamJIT calculates each blob’s steady-state firing counts that produce
enough data items to initialize the whole stream graph. It formulates ILP
equations as follows; the same notations used in the previous subsection
continues here.
Let ECiX denotes the steady-state execution count of the blob X that
produces enough data items to initialize the graph G: steady-state firing
for initialization. A blob X in G may required to execute zero or more
steady-state executions, which is apart from its initialization schedule; the
condition generates the following set of inequalities.
∀X ∈ G, ECiX ≥ 0 (4.3)
The producer of a buffer b (blob bP ) produces biin data items during its
initialization phase; the consumer of the buffer b (blob bC) consumes biout
data items during its initialization phase. To successfully initialize the whole
graph, the data items produced must be greater that or equal to the data
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items consumed, which yields the following set of equations.
∀b ∈ G, {ECibP ∗ bsin + biin} − {ECibC ∗ bsout + biout} ≥ 0 (4.4)
StreamJIT determines the steady-state firing for initialization of each blob
by solving the constrains generated by Equations 4.3 and 4.4. After finding
those, the initialization phase size of a buffer b, namely Sib, can be determined




∗ bsin + biin
Solving the equations for the blob graph shown in Figure 4.4 will yield
ECiA = 8. Therefore, the buffer AO2DI2 must be set to eight or more to
avoid the deadlock situation.
4.3.3 Deadlock 3: Allocating Maximum of Deadlock 1
and Deadlock 2
Problem Allocating buffer sizes that just satisfies the whole graph’s both
steady-state schedule (deadlock 1) and the initialization schedule (deadlock
2) may lead to a deadlock. In other words, for each buffer b, finding pairwise
maximum of Ssb and Sib may lead to a deadlock.
For example, solving the blob graph shown in Figure 4.4 for the previous
two deadlock results the buffer AO2DI2’s steady-state requirement (SsAO2DI2)
to five and initialization requirement (SiAO2DI2) to eight. Setting the buffer’s
final size as eight will lead to a deadlock because it will become full after
the initialization; and at the same time, blob D can not consume it as the
buffer CO1DI1 remains empty even after the initialization.
As a solution, one might think of allocating the summation of two require-
ments (i.e., Ssb + Sib). Although this solution solves the problem, this is not
the optimal solution.
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Solution One should remember that, for some buffers, the data produced
during the initialization phase get consumed by the consumer during the
same phase; for some other buffers, this is not the case. So the runtime
system should readjust the buffer sizes accordingly. StreamJIT first solves
a blob graph for the previous deadlocks as explained in the respective
subsections. Then, it calculates the unconsumed data items (residues)
during the initialization schedule and add it to the final buffer size.
Let Rb denotes the initialization reside of buffer b, which can be calculated
by finding the difference between the amount of data items produced and
the amount of data items consumed during the initialization phase.
Rb = {ECibP ∗ bsin + biin} − {ECibC ∗ bsout + biout}






Solving the equations for the blob graph shown in Figure 4.4 will yield
SiAO2DI2 = 8, S
s
AO2DI2




the buffer AO2DI2 must be set 13 to avoid all three deadlocks discussed so
far.
4.3.4 Deadlock 4: Serial Draining
Problem Serial draining may lead to a deadlock. The naïve runtime sys-
tem processes the commands in a serial order because it uses a single thread
to respond to the controller’s messages. This serial command processing
results in serial draining, which may lead to a deadlock during the draining
phase.
If a blob’s two upstream blobs are scheduled on a single node, the both









Figure 4.5: Deadlock 4. A portion of a blob graph that is deadlocked due
to the serial draining of the runtime system.
draining phase. Figure 4.4 shows such a situation. Blobs A and B are
running on StreamNode-1 and blob C is running on StreamNode-2. The
controller requests both blobs in StreamNode-1 to drain. The runtime
system starts to drain blob A, which tries to flush one of its internally
buffered data to the buffer AO1CI1. At the same time, blob C can not
consume the data items because its another input buffer is empty; thus,
the buffer AO1CI1 becomes full. Blob C can progress only if blob B starts
draining and flushes its internally buffered data, but the system supports
only one draining at a time. This is a deadlock situation.
Solution The runtime system must support parallel draining; otherwise
the system is prone to deadlock. For each drain request message received,







Figure 4.6: Deadlock 5. A portion of a blob graph that is deadlocked
during the draining phase due to the uneven data removal from the graph.
Data are buffered in the middle for blob A and at the boundary for blob B.
4.3.5 Deadlock 5: Uneven Data Removal
Problem Unevenly removing data items from a stream graph may lead
to a deadlock. During the intermediate draining, blobs try to clear their
internally buffered data and send the unprocessed data to the controller.
A deadlock can occur if a blob sends its internally buffered data to the
controller, while another blob tries to flush the corresponding data to its
output buffer.
Depends on the optimization decisions, data can be buffered either at the
boundaries or at the middle of a blob. The data buffered at the boundaries
has already been processed and need no more processing; and thus, the
blobs flush them to the output buffers. The data in the middle needs further
processing before leave the blob, and at the same time the further processing
needs further input data. Unless new inputs are received, these data are
unprocessable. Blobs send this unprocessable data back to the controller.
This behavior can lead to a deadlock if one upstream blob sends its internally
buffered data to the controller, and at the same time another upstream blob
tries to flush its internally buffered data to its output buffer. Figure 4.6
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shows such a situation. Blob A completes the draining and send its internally
buffered data, which are buffered in the middle of the blob, to the controller.
But, blob B tries to flush its internally buffered data to the buffer BO1CI2.
Blob C cannot consume the data as its other input buffer is empty. Thus,
blob B can not complete the draining as it is waiting to flush its internally
buffered data. This is a deadlock situation where both blob B and blob C
make no progress.
Solution There are two possible solutions to this deadlock. The first
solution is stop flushing any of internally buffered data, and send those
the controller. This solution can results in bloated drain data. Bloated
drain data is unfavorable for several reasons: increased network traffic,
unacceptable delays, and unnecessary memory operations. Minimizing the
drain data is always better for an effective system. The second solution
is the controller can detects the deadlock situation and calls out-of-order
draining. The controller asks blob D to drain after some time. Currently,
StreamJIT uses the second solution.








Figure 4.7: Deadlock 6. A portion of a blob graph that is deadlocked due
to the asymmetrical output flushing behavior of the blobs.
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Problem Provided that a blob has multiple output buffers to flush during
the draining phase, the naïve strategy that is try to completely clear the
output buffers one-by-one may lead to deadlock. While a upstream blob
try to flush one of its output buffer, the downstream blob may starve for
data in anther input buffer.
Figure 4.7 shows a situation where the asymmetrical output flushing leads
to a deadlock. Blob A tries to flush the data to the buffer AO1DI1. Blob B
can not consume the data as the buffer AO2DI2 is empty. As a result, both
blobs make no progress forever.
Solution Blobs must symmetrically release their outputs. They must
start flushing the next output whenever the current output buffer becomes
full and continue this process in a cycle until all buffers become empty.
4.4 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, we identified and solved six different deadlock scenarios
that occurs for various reasons – inappropriate buffer sizes, incompetent
system model, and internal buffering – when distributing a SDF graph.
The first three deadlocks explained in this chapter occur due to inappropriate
buffer allocation. We show that the blob-local buffer allocation is prone to
deadlock and the buffer sizes of a distributed SDF graph must be calculated
at a centralized place. The fourth deadlock occurs due the incompetent
system design; it necessitates a system with parallel draining feature. The
last two deadlocks occur due to the blob’s internal buffering. We derive
policies for the blobs to avoid these deadlocks.
We explained each deadlock in the simplest form. However, in reality, these
deadlocks can be convoluted or propagated to different forms, particularly
large graphs running on dozens of cluster nodes. Finding the reason for a
deadlock itself can cause hundreds of man hours. Knowing these scenarios
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in advance helps to design a deadlock-free system without any painful







Stream programs can run for days or more, and some run indefinitely;
furthermore, these programs have high-performance expectation as well. At
the same time, modern high-performance execution environments are highly
complex and highly dynamic. In these circumstances, there will inevitably
be a need to continuously reoptimize and reconfigure the programs while they
are running. Scenarios requiring this include scaling up or down in response
to demand changes, adjusting for performance fluctuations caused by other
tenants of the compute resources, or hardware maintenance. The ability to
reconfigure also enables cost-efficient use of elastic compute resources and
continuous adaptation to subtle resource and program variations; Section 5.2
describes these scenarios in detail. During these scenarios, we face three
important challenges to maintain programs’ performance and quality-of-
service.
The first challenge is what is the best way to reoptimize a program. When
there is a change in the underlying hardware, the program should be
reoptimized to the newly changed environment. Failing to do so will lead
to sub-optimal programs. The second challenge is how to minimize the
interruption during the reoptimization and reconfiguration process. Since
stream programs have high quality-of-service expectation, several seconds of
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downtime is unacceptable. The system should reoptimize and reconfigure a
running program with minimal overhead. The third challenge is how to find
an optimal configuration during dynamic situations. As we have seen in
the introduction chapter, modern high performance execution environments
are highly complex and dynamic. Finding optimal configuration for such
varying environments is challenging.
This chapter focuses on the first challenge that is what is the best way to
reoptimize a program during various forms of dynamism. The next chapter
addresses the second challenge, and Chapter 7 addresses the third challenge.
Reoptimization should be rigorous enough to ensure program’s performance
during various forms of dynamism. Just mere load-balancing or work load
migration is not enough to maintain programs’ performance. The changes
in the execution environment (including the underlying hardware) could
have an non-uniform, and possibly hard to predict, impact on performance,
resulting in sub-optimal programs. To account for this, StreamJIT dynami-
cally recompiles and re-optimizes the programs while reconfiguring instead
of committing to a few specific configurations in advance and switching
between them at runtime.
Some systems perform local recompilation after reconfiguration, either
explicitly or from an underlying layer such as a Java virtual machine (for ex-
ample, Storm [102] or JESSICA2 [116, 65]). However, these recompilations
are limited to locally reoptimizing at the granularity of the partitions used
for load-balancing. Stream programs, which are composed of fine-grained
actors with predictable communication, enable powerful global optimiza-
tions such as worker fusion and automatic parallelization that would be
impractical for general programs. Such optimizations can have an order of
magnitude performance impact [45].
As a result, StreamJIT’s dynamic recompilation keeps all ahead-of-time
DSL optimizations, explained in Section 3.5, available to a running program,
so StreamJIT is not limited to a subset of optimizations. This feature opens
up significant runtime program optimization opportunities. For example,
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two filters that are running on two different machines in a cluster can be
brought to a single (possibly faster) machine, and fused together. In this
way, load balancing can be done at any appropriate granularity instead of
being tied to a precompiled fixed set of binaries. The global optimization in
StreamJIT is independent from the current program configuration, possibly
re-shuﬄing the program state completely across the cluster.
However, dynamic recompilation of distributed stream programs is nontrivial.
First, when optimizing for throughput, high-performance stream programs
buffer data at intermediate points. The compiler needs to know the final
state of the previous configuration to properly compile the program for
the new configuration, introducing a data dependency between the end
of the old configuration and the start of the new configuration. Second,
unlike the first time compilation, recompilation must generate binaries
that are resumable from the state where the old configuration is stopped.
Finally, reoptimization and recompilation itself takes time, which must be
minimized and made hidden as in modern garbage collectors to have better
quality-of-service.
In this chapter, we explain (1) how StreamJIT attains cluster-wide dynamic
recompilation; and (2) the advanced techniques that StreamJIT uses to bring
down the visible recompilation time to sub-second range. The challenges
and the solutions explained in this chapter apply not only to cluster-wide-
but also to single-node dynamic recompilation. Compared to single-node,
cluster-wide dynamic recompilation is challenging due to the distributed
program state, no global synchronization, and communication latencies.
It is worth note that just bring down the visible recompilation time to
sub-second is not enough to achieve downtime-free live reconfiguration. The
runtime system uses additional techniques to achieve downtime-free live
reconfiguration, which is explained in Chapter 6.
In Section 5.2, we elaborate on use cases for continuous reoptimization and
reconfiguration in streaming applications. Section 5.3 provides a brief intro-
duction to dynamic recompilation and discusses a challenge we face when
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recompiling a running program. Section 5.4 explains a naïve recompilation
strategy. Following that, Section 5.5 explains concurrent recompilation
strategy. Section 5.6 presents evaluations. We close this chapter with
chapter summary at the end.
5.2 Motivation and Use Cases
Long-running stream applications must cope with changes in their work-
load and environment, inevitably requiring continuous reoptimization and
reconfiguration at runtime. Here are some of the use cases for StreamJIT’s
continuous reoptimization and reconfiguration:
Workload fluctuation Stream applications often need to scale during their
lifetime in response to changes in demand, such as when new cell phones
enter the range of a base station, or a videoconferencing system adaptively
upgrades video quality as more bandwidth becomes available. We need to
reconfigure stream programs to run on more or fewer compute nodes (scaling
out/in), or more or less powerful nodes (scaling up/down), as necessary to
meet the workload.
Resource fluctuation Different applications have different resource needs,
so modern clusters are multi-tenant, allowing many applications to share
nodes. For stream programs, multitenancy leads to throughput variation as
other applications compete for CPU cycles or network bandwidth. In this
dynamic condition, there is a need to reconfigure the program by migrat-
ing computation from heavily-loaded nodes or adding nodes as necessary.
While reconfiguring, the program should be reoptimized to adapt the newly
changed environment.
Hardware maintenance Managing a datacenter requires adding, remov-
ing, and upgrading hardware and software. A web server can be taken
oﬄine after all user sessions have expired, with load balancers directing new
sessions to other servers, but long-running streaming applications must mi-
grate their state. Virtual machine migration introduces unacceptable pauses
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in streaming output (Section 6.1 discusses this). We need to seamlessly
reconfigure a streaming application to enable node maintenance without
disrupting service. If the characteristics of the newly moved node is different
from the previous one, the program should also be reoptimized to have
optimal performance on the new environment.
Elastic computation Cloud computing services such as Amazon EC2
allow bidding on compute resources, with the price determined by supply
and demand. Bidders are notified shortly before price changes (in EC2’s
case, two minutes). Live reconfiguration feature is needed to allow programs
to opportunistically use spot instances when they are cheap, reconfiguring
to traditional reserved instances when prices rise.
5.3 Dynamic Recompilation
Dynamic recompilation in general-purpose high-level languages implies op-
timization of a single thread’s execution path. For example, the important
dynamic reoptimizations that HotSpot JVM performs are loop unrolling,
method inlining, and loop-invariant code motion, where all focus on optimiz-
ing single thread’s execution path [63]. However, dynamic reoptimization
in StreamJIT goes beyond single thread optimization to include changes in
parallelism, changes in internal data structures, redistribution of compu-
tation over different cluster configurations, and changes in the execution
schedule. This gives StreamJIT the flexibility to alter any of its compilation
decisions in response to a reconfiguration. For example, when reconfig-
uring in response to an increase in input rate, StreamJIT can choose to
use more parallelism, increase the granularity of its schedule to amortize
synchronization, and fuse more workers. These advanced optimizations are
necessary to maintain the programs’ quality-of-service in highly dynamic ex-
ecution environments. The very first challenge we face in enabling dynamic










Figure 5.1: (a) A simple program where two filters are connected sequen-
tially (b) Compiled version 1 where the two filters were compiled separately
and are running on two different machines. (c) Compiled version 2 where
the filters are moved to a single machine and fused together.
State Dependency The initial JIT compilation in StreamJIT is just like
any other JIT compilation. However, recompilation requires the complete
state of the current running version. This is because the compiler requires
the initial data to decide the domain specific optimizations that either alter
the internal buffers or depend on the initial data.
For example, let’s assume a simple stream program (shown in Figure 5.1)
with two filters is running on two different machines, where the filters were
compiled separately, and the necessary resources including buffers were also
allocated separately. Assume a situation where we want to bring the filters
to a single machine and recompile the program. In order to decide if the
filters can be fused together or not, the compiler need to know weather
there will be initial data in between the filters because the filters cannot
be fused if there is initial data. This is one domain specific optimization
example where the initial data is required to recompile a running program.
In addition to the domain specific optimizations, the StreamJIT compiler
needs to know the number of data items remaining in buffers after draining
to compute the initialization and steady-state schedules.
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We could have avoided this state dependency by turning off such domain
specific optimizations from recompilation. Instead, in order to ensure the
highest performance throughout program’s lifespan, we decided to keep all
AOT optimizations on the table during dynamic recompilation. But there
are significant challenges that comes with these advantages. Particularly,
the state dependency creates an undesirable situation that the recompilation
can take place only after the current version is stopped and the full state,
which is distributed, is collected from it.
StreamJIT implements two dynamic recompilation strategies: serial recom-
pilation and concurrent recompilation. The serial recompilation strategy
stops the old program instance before recompiling the new program instance
as a solution to the state dependency problem. The concurrent recompi-
lation strategy, which is sophisticated, delays stopping the old program
instance while recompiling, effectively alleviating the state dependency prob-
lem by a great extent. Before moving into the recompilation strategies in
detail, we explain the reconfiguration process in StreamJIT because dynamic
recompilation and reconfiguration are interdependent and understanding
reconfiguration is necessary to understand the recompilation strategies in
StreamJIT.
Reconfiguration In Section 5.2, we list down few use cases where live
reconfiguration is needed. In StreamJIT, reconfiguration requester, an exter-
nal agent, calls for live reconfiguration; see Figure 3.11. The reconfiguration
requester can vary depends on the reconfiguration purpose. For example, if
the program is being online autotuned, autotuner can request for a reconfig-
uration by sending a new configuration, or if the program is running on a
cloud, bidding agent can request for a reconfiguration by adding or removing
some nodes (elastic scaling). StreamJIT implements three reconfiguration
strategies: stop-and-copy reconfiguration, fixed seamless reconfiguration,
and adaptive seamless reconfiguration. In the next subsection, we explain
stop-and-copy reconfiguration. Chapter 6 describes the remaining reconfig-




The stop-and-copy reconfigurer stops the world during reconfiguration.
Specifically, it stops (drains) the current program instance, collects program
state, recompile the stream program according to the new configuration,
and finally starts the new program instance.
When reconfiguration is requested, the controller first verifies the newly
received configuration for cycles in the blob graph. If the verification fails,
it rejects the configuration and halts the reconfiguration. If it succeeds, the
controller runtime system then calls intermediate draining (explained in
Section 3.6.3), which stops the blobs of the current program instance and
collects the whole program state, distributed across the StreamNodes. The
controller waits until all blobs have returned any data items left in buffers
after draining completes1, as well as the state of any stateful workers in the
blob. As some buffers may be distributed between two StreamNodes (up-
stream blob’s host StreamNode and downstream blob’s host StreamNode),
the controller then builds the complete state of the current program instance
by merging the distributed buffers. Finally, the controller runtime system
passes the new configuration along with the collected program state to the
controller compiler for serial recompilation, which is explained in the next
section.
After serial recompilation, the controller starts the new graph. Each blob
progresses through the initialization phase (waiting for input from its
upstream blobs, if necessary), then runs in the steady-state phase until the
next reconfiguration, or until the overall input stream is exhausted.
1Because workers execute atomically, draining cannot completely empty buffers whose
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Figure 5.2: The serial recompilation. The runtime system first stops
the current program instance and brings back the program state to the
controller. Then, the compiler suite recompiles the program with the initial
program state, generating state-absorbed blob.
The serial recompilation is a simple recompilation strategy that requires
the complete program state of the current program instance to overcome
the state dependency issue. It happens as a part of stop-and-copy reconfig-
uration. When reconfiguration is requested, we stop the current program
instance, collect the complete program state, and passe the program state
along with the new configuration to the compiler for serial recompilation.
So the serial recompilation, shown in Figure 5.2, begins with the complete
program state and the new configuration.
The controller compiler partitions the graph according to the received
configuration and the program state according to the partition information.
After the partitioning, the compiler distributes the partition information,
domain specific optimization decisions, initial program state, and other
compilation information including port numbers to make data channels to
StreamNodes.
The StreamNode compiler receives recompilation request with all necessary
information from the controller compiler. It first converts the structured
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stream graph to an unstructured stream graph. Then, it creates a blob
according to the partition information it received. Following that, it creates
internal buffers for the blob and fills them with the initial data it received.
Then, it applies full-suite of AOT optimizations to the blob. However,
the initial data impacts two optimizations: fusion and built-in Splitter
and Joiner removal. If an workergroup’s input buffer contains initial data,
then the workergroup will not be fused with its upstream workergroup
(see Section 3.5.2). If a Splitter’s (or Joiner’s) either output buffer or
input buffer contains initial data, then it will not be removed. The rest of
the compilation process happens as explained in the Section 3.5. Finally,
the StreamNode compiler generates a blob in which the program state is
comprised: state-absorbed blob.
The whole recompilation process ends with calculating deadlock free buffer
sizes, which is explained in Chapter 4. Once recompiled, the execution
starts immediately. The state-absorbed blobs continue the execution from
the current program instance’s state.
The serial recompilation enables the powerful domain specific optimizations
to a running program, which is a great advancement compared to compiling
only at the beginning (i.e., first time compilation). However, it disturbs
the program’s normal execution and thus its quality of service. In the
next subsection, we discuss the issues in the stop-and-copy reconfiguration
strategy as well as the serial recompilation technique.
5.4.1 Problems in Stop-and-copy Reconfiguration and
Serial Recompilation
While appealingly simple, stop-and-copy reconfiguration results in long
periods during which the stream program produces little or no output. This
downtime can be divided into three major causes: draining, recompilation,
and initialization. During the intermediate draining, blobs fire till they
have enough input data, and then sends the drain data along with the
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program state back to the controller. When draining begins, the execution
switches from the optimized, multithreaded compiled blob to the StreamJIT
interpreter, which runs a fine-grained execution of the stream graph on a
single thread to drain buffered data, reducing throughput. Additionally, the
compilation itself takes time, during which no output is generated. Finally,
each blob’s initialization phase usually requires receiving input from its
upstream blobs, delaying downstream blobs’ entry into the steady-state
phase, when they return to full throughput.
14s 
Figure 5.3: Time breakdown of stop-and-copy reconfiguration of Beam-
former (a stateful stream program), increasing the number of nodes from
two to three. Draining the old graph, compiling the new graph, and filling
the new graph’s buffers (initialization) causes five, six, and three seconds of
downtime respectively, totaling 14 seconds without output.
Figure 5.3 shows the drop in throughput during stop-and-copy reconfigura-
tion. Draining, compiling, and initialization take five, six, and three seconds
respectively, totaling 14 seconds of downtime. While simple, stop-and-copy
reconfiguration is not practical for real-world stream applications. Although
three factors contribute to the undesirable downtime, we mainly focus on
fixing the recompilation time, which is the largest among the three, in
this chapter. The next chapter explains advanced runtime techniques to
eliminate the downtime completely.
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5.5 Concurrent Recompilation
High recompilation time is one of the challenging problem that modern dy-
namically reoptimizing compilers face. For example, Java HotSpot JVM [63]
is one such compiler that faces the same problem. To solve this, HotSpot
JVM has two different JIT compilers: server- and client JIT compilers. The
client compiler performs only quicker compilations, which is suitable for
interactive applications. The server compiler performs longer and aggressive
compilation to ensure the program’s performance, which is suitable for
computation heavy applications.
As DSL compilation is an expensive operation that takes significant time,
minimizing the compilation time to near zero is highly impossible. Instead,
the compilation time must be made invisible by keeping JIT recompilation
process off the critical path. However, state dependency blocks us from
putting the full recompilation process off the critical path. In this section,
we explain a concurrent recompilation strategy that completes the major
portion of the recompilation process while the old graph instance is running,
effectively bringing down the visible recompilation time to sub-seconds.
First, we categorize the stream programs into two classes: stateful and
stateless. The stateful class includes the programs that contains one or
more workers with state variables. The stateless class includes the rest,
including the programs that perform peeking operation even though the
peeking buffers are stateful.
The pure stateless programs have no state dependency issue. However,
the state dependency issue exists in peeking stateless programs, where the
peeking buffers need to be transferred from the old program instance to
the new program instance when reconfiguring. Given that, we can avoid
transferring peeking buffers between two program instances via input dupli-
cation and overlapped execution. Thereby the new program instance can be
compiled independently with no initial program state. The runtime system
can handle this case, and no compiler changes are needed. Section 6.3.1
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explains the reconfiguration strategy for the stateless programs.
The stateful programs, however, need explicit state transferring, where both
variable state and the drain data need to be transferred before starting
the recompilation. The concurrent recompilation strategy solves the state
dependency via two phase compilation, which is explained in the next sub
section.
5.5.1 Two Phase Compilation
For stateful programs, StreamJIT performs the recompilation in two phases.
Figure 5.4 shows the two phases of the concurrent recompilation. As
mentioned in Section 5.3, the recompilation is triggered by a reconfiguration
requester, which sends a new configuration. Once recompilation is triggered,
the phase-1 takes place. In the first phase, the runtime system requests
and collects the sizes of the drain data from the current program instance’s
blobs. Each blob sends only the size of the drain data – not the actual
program state – that it will return after drained.
The controller compiler then distributes recompilation information along
with the state information (i.e., drain data sizes) to the StreamNodes. The
StreamNode compiler receives it and creates dummy drain data with the
state information it received. It compiles the partition in the similar way as
in the serial recompilation. However, it book keeps the operations that need
actual initial data such as removing splitter or joiner and generating read
instructions of initialization schedule. Finally, it generates a blob, called
pseudo-blob, that is compiled but not runnable as it needs actual initial
state to be injected.
The second phase takes place after the current program instance is stopped
(drained) and the program state is collected. In this phase, the runtime
system stops the current program instance, collects the program state, and
redistributes the state to the StreamNodes, which are waiting for program
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Figure 5.4: The two phases of the concurrent recompilation. The first
phase, which is a heavy compilation, does all time-consuming DSL opti-
mizations, generating a pseudo-blob. The second phase, which is a light
compilation, injects initial program state to the pseudo-blob, generating a
state absorbed blob.
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Once the state is received, the StreamNode compiler, first, update the
internal buffers with the actual data and then performs the operations that
need actual initial data. Specifically, it completes the builtin splitter-joiner
removal optimization by moving data from victim storages to survivor
storages (see Section 3.5.4) and then removing victim storages from the
pseudo-blob. Following that, it generates initial data read instructions.
Finally, a state-absorbed blob is generated, which is ready for execution.
This two phase compilation made possible to hide the compilation latency.
The first phase, which is a heavy compilation, happens in the background
while the current program instance is running, and thus it is hidden. The
second phase, which is a light compilation, happens just-in-time. This





Figure 5.5: Time breakdown of the concurrent recompilation strategy.
The phase-1 compilation happens while the graph instance-1 is running.
Only the phase-2 becomes visible and contributes to the downtime.
Figure 5.5 summarizes the concurrent recompilation strategy’s time break-
down; compare this figure with Figure 5.3. As shown in the figure, the
phase-1 compilation happens while the graph instance-1 is running. Only




FMRadio 5764 6846 178
BeamFormer 4167 4348 120
FilterBank 5316 5217 173
CV 4546 4482 136
SAR Bank 4127 4334 119
Average 4784 5045 145
Table 5.1: Compilation time of the concurrent recompilation strategy; The
time unit is in ms.
Table 5.1 shows the compilation time of the concurrent recompilation
strategy for five different benchmark programs. Here, the reconfiguration
as well as the recompilation were invoked by online autotuning process. In
addition, we used the same configurations to recompile the programs with
serial recompilation strategy and measured the recompilation time.
On average, the first phase, which is hidden, takes 5045 ms, and the
second phase, which is visible, takes 145 ms. Compared to the serial
recompilation, it reduces the visible recompilation time by 97%. The drastic
visible compilation time reduction in the concurrent recompilation strategy
enables cluster-wide dynamic recompilation practical. Besides, Chapter 6
introduces advanced runtime system techniques that completely hide the
reconfiguration, including the recompilation, time.
The results in Chapter 6 (downtime-free live reconfiguration) and Chapter 7
(online autotuning) rely upon dynamic recompilation.
5.7 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, we describe the cluster-wide dynamic recompilation feature
of StreamJIT. StreamJIT supports two recompilation strategies, namely
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serial recompilation and concurrent recompilation. The first strategy – a
simple one – stops the current program instance, collects the program state,
and then recompiles the new program instance with the initial program
state, generating state-absorbed blob. However, it makes the compilation
time visible and thus introduces pause time, which is impractical for real
world applications.
The second recompilation strategy effectively hides the compilation time
via two phase compilation. The first phase, which is a heavy compilation,
compiles a program with dummy initial data. This phase does all possible
DSL optimizations and book keep the operations that need actual initial
data. The second phase, which is a light compilation, happens when actual
initial data is available. During this phase, it first replaces the dummy







In our connected world, a large portion of data is no longer static but is
flowing through all kinds of networks. Stream programs process such
large or even infinite streams of data items through a stable but occasion-
ally changing set of transformations. Synchronous Data Flow (SDF) [66]
paradigm is a special case of stream programs where the programs consume
and produce fixed number of data items during each firing. Important SDF
based streaming applications include cellular base stations, software-defined
networking, software-defined radios, and audio and video transcoding. The
stable computation pattern of SDF based stream programs allows compilers
to perform the aggressive global optimizations necessary to keep up with
high-rate input streams [46, 15, 18, 7, 71, 92, 54].
However, since these stream programs can run for days or more and since
modern high-performance execution environments are highly dynamic, there
is a need to reconfigure and reoptimize the programs while running. Elas-
tic computing, hardware maintenance, workload fluctuation, and online
autotuning are few scenarios where live reconfiguration of a running pro-
gram is needed; Section 5.2 describes these scenarios in detail. Much like
how garbage collection pause times were too disruptive for many applica-
tions before the development of concurrent collectors, the downtime (time
during which the program does not produce output) of reconfiguration pre-
















































Figure 6.1: Downtime comparison between vMotion migration and
StreamJIT reconfiguration for the Beamformer benchmark. It was exe-
cuted on two nodes, with the second node being moved to another node.
Downtime-free live reconfiguration is an important issue to consider for
modern long-running high-performance applications.
Reconfiguration is common in many long-running multi-tier datacenter
applications, but current strategies cannot be applied to stream programs.
Web servers and search engines are mostly stateless components processing
independent requests, and any session state (such as an e-commerce shopping
cart) is short-lived. For these applications, load balancers can easily add
components, with removals requiring only short waits for sessions to expire.
At the database layer, not all stored data is in use at all times, and
reconfiguration can leverage existing support for transactions and redundant
replication across multiple nodes. Several big data streaming systems, which
are dynamic data flow (DDF) [61] in nature, support reconfiguration for
elastic computing and fault tolerance [102, 112, 1, 41, 81, 70]. But, their
techniques such as fine-grained checkpointing or input persisting introduce
overhead during the program’s normal execution and downtime during
reconfiguration.
However, reconfiguration and reoptimization of streaming computations is
nontrivial. First, both the position and order of the data streams (stream
state) must be maintained during reconfiguration. Second, the state –
stream state and actor state – of a stream program must be determinis-
tically persisted and transfered to the new configuration: a challenging
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task on a distributed environment. Third, the time consuming expensive
tasks that happen during reconfiguration must put off the critical path to
make the reconfiguration process practical and usable. Finally, because
reconfigurations are uncommon events, performance-impairing bookkeep-
ing should not be required during normal execution. At the same time,
quality-of-service requirements dictate that the program should continue to
produce output and the transition between configurations should appear
smooth to the client, with no downtime or output rate spikes.
An application-independent approach to reconfiguration is virtual machine
live migration, such as VMware vMotion [75], which transfers the entire
state of a virtual machine from one physical machine to another. Live
migration systems necessarily pause the virtual machine’s execution during
the transfer. In stream programs, such pauses manifest as periods during
which no output is produced and input buffers fill up. Figure 6.1(a) shows
the output rate during vMotion migration of one node of a stream program
running on two nodes. vMotion speculatively moves the virtual machine’s
memory contents before stopping the virtual machine, but even with this
optimization, there is a period of 27 seconds during which the user will
receive no output. In many application scenarios, especially those involving
live streams, this is not acceptable.
This chapter describes StreamJIT’s downtime-free live reconfiguration fea-
ture, which, as far as we know, is the first system that can seamlessly
reconfigure stream programs without downtime. In particular, StreamJIT
can perform the equivalent of the vMotion live migration with the stream
program continually producing output (see Figure 6.1 (b)). Furthermore,
at each reconfiguration, StreamJIT globally recompiles the entire stream
program with its just-in-time (JIT) compiler, and so is not limited to a
predefined set of configurations. StreamJIT implements several techniques
to hide the latency of reconfiguration for both stateless and stateful stream
programs.
Section 6.2 presents brief introduction to reconfiguration and explains how
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our seamless reconfiguration techniques mitigate its problems. Section 6.3
explains fixed and adaptive seamless reconfiguration. Section 6.4 evaluates
StreamJIT’s reconfiguration schemes in our use cases. Finally, Section 6.5
concludes.
6.2 Reconfiguration
(a) A stream graph (b) A 2-blob configuration (c) A 3-blob configuration
Figure 6.2: A stream graph and its two possible partitionings, which
required to be executed on different nodes. Reconfiguration enables a
seamless transition between different partitionings.
StreamJIT can reconfigure a stream program into arbitrary new configu-
rations. The most obvious reconfigurations alter the partitioning of the
graph into blobs (see Figure 6.2), move a blob from one node to another, or
add or remove nodes. Because StreamJIT recompiles the stream graph at
each reconfiguration, reconfiguration can adjust other compilation decisions,
including the tradeoffs between task, data and pipeline parallelism [45]
within each blob.
StreamJIT implements three reconfiguration strategies of increasing sophis-
tication: stop-and-copy reconfiguration, fixed seamless reconfiguration, and
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adaptive seamless reconfiguration. Section 5.3.1 in the previous chapter
describes stop-and-copy reconfiguration, which uses the serial recompilation
strategy explained in Section 5.4 at its core and stops the world during the
reconfiguration process.
As discussed in Section 5.4.1 and shown in Figure 5.3, stop-and-copy re-
configuration results in long downtime due to the draining, recompilation,
and initialization steps. The concurrent recompilation strategy reduces the
downtime caused by the recompilation step by a great extent. However,
as shown in Figure 5.5 (repeated in Figure 6.3 for reader’s convenience),
stream programs still suffer from downtime, which is mainly due to the




Figure 6.3: Time breakdown of the concurrent recompilation strategy.
The phase-1 compilation happens while the graph instance-1 is running.
Only the phase-2 becomes visible and contributes to the downtime. In
addition, draining and initialization phase also contributes to the downtime.
As a result, we developed fixed and adaptive seamless reconfiguration
strategies to avoid the downtime completely by hiding the draining and
initialization steps. The next section discusses basic techniques to avoid the
resulting downtime. Section 6.3 explains how fixed and adaptive seamless
reconfiguration apply these techniques.
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6.2.1 Techniques of Seamless Reconfiguration
This section describes techniques that enable seamless reconfiguration by
breaking the data dependency between the old and new graph instances
and hiding the draining and initialization latencies.
Hiding Initialization Latency via Input Duplication
The initialization phase of a blob’s lifecycle fills internal buffers for use
by the steady-state phase (Section 3.2 describes the lifecycle). Internal
buffering allows fine-grained synchronization between workers to be replaced
by a single global barrier which all of the blob’s threads synchronize at after
each execution of the steady-state schedule. Coarsening synchronization
and amortizing it across a full schedule (which can process millions of data
items) is crucial to achieving high throughput.
Initialization is inherently sequential, as upstream workers must execute
to fill buffers before the downstream workers begin executing. Blobs have
a similar sequential dependency, as upstream blobs must produce output
before downstream blobs can begin executing. Because StreamJIT stream
programs are deterministic, StreamJIT can hide this latency by duplicating
the input and runs both the old and new graph instances concurrently,
ensuring the stream program continues to produce output at the cost of
some redundant work. Fixed and adaptive seamless reconfiguration differ in
their strategy for switching from the old graph instance to the new graph
instance, as described in Section 6.3.
Zero-Overhead Program State Capture via Asynchronous
State Transfer
Reconfiguration’s most basic requirement is the ability to deterministically
persist the state of a program running across multiple nodes and resume
it in a new configuration. Capturing the state as the program is running
is difficult because the program’s state is continously changing, with some
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edges of the stream graph split between nodes. Because reconfiguration
is an uncommon event, the state persistence scheme should not introduce
overhead during the program’s normal execution. In particular, as high-
performance stream applications process millions of data items per second,
control and data channels must be kept separate to avoid checking for
control messages during normal execution.
Stop-and-copy reconfiguration simply stops the program entirely, then ex-
tracts the state. Stop-and-copy reconfiguration does not introduce overhead
during normal execution, but introduces unacceptable pauses as described
in Section 5.3.1.
Another reconfiguration strategy is to record periodic checkpoints of the
program state at well-defined points in its execution [81, 102, 30, 1]. Recon-
figuration can then revert to the state captured at the previous checkpoint,
albeit losing the work performed after the checkpoint. Equivalently, each
input data item can be labeled with a logical position which flows with the
item, allowing rearrangement at reconfiguration time. Both checkpointing
and labeling introduce overhead during normal execution.
We developed a technique named asynchronous state transfer which transfers
the state of a stateful program while the programming is running, without
checkpointing, input labeling, state recomputation, or distributed consensus.
It occurs after the phase-1 of the concurrent recompilation strategy, where
the partitions are partially compiled, pseudo-blobs are generated, and they
are waiting for the program state to complete the phase-2.
StreamJIT’s solution is asynchronous state transfer, which happens as
follows:
1. State request : The controller tells the old graph instance’s blobs “run
until you’ve processed n data items, then send me your state”, where
n is predicted to be processed t seconds in the future based on the
overall graph throughput. It is important that n must be far enough
to ensure the blobs receive the request before processing item n. t is
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a constant (we use 3 seconds) used only by the controller to compute
n, allowing for network delay in receiving the request.
2. Normal input injection: After requesting state, the controller continues
sending incoming data items up to n to the old graph.
3. Input duplication: After n, the controller duplicates incoming data
items to both the old and new graph instances.
4. State persistence at each blob: Once the designated number of items
have been processed, each blob sends its state to the controller. Pre-
ciously, when the blob’s threads reach its barrier, one thread copies
worker state and buffered data items and sends them to the controller.
For each blob, the number of data items consumed in each execution
of the initialization and steady-state schedules can be computed from
the schedule and the statically-known data rates of the workers, so
counting the number of items processed by the blob requires only one
addition instruction per schedule and does not require indexing (or
labeling) the data items. The schedules also allow computing which
buffered data items are live (computed by the compiler and provided
to the runtime), so the buffered items and worker state can easily be
copied.
5. Normal execution: After copying, the blobs continue execution as
normal; they do not enter the draining phase. Moreover, as the
controller also keeps on sending input data via duplication (step 3),
the blobs can execute as normal as they were previously. Therefore,
the program produces output during the state persistence step as well
as during the reconfiguration process without interruption.
6. Rebuild the distributed program state: When the controller receives
all the blobs’ states, it then builds the state of the program instance
by merging the buffered items it receives.
7. State redistribution: Finally, the controller repartitions the program
state and redistributes it to the pseudo-blobs.
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8. Phase-2 of the concurrent recompilation strategy : This is explained in
Section 5.5.1.
9. Start the new graph instance: The new graph instance begins execution



















Figure 6.4: The phase 2 of the concurrent recompilation strategy with
asynchronous state transfer.
Figure 6.4 illustrates the phase 2 of the concurrent recompilation process
with asynchronous state transfer. Compared to the original phase 2 of
the concurrent recompilation (shown in Figure 5.4), asynchronous state
transfer helps to move the draining phase of old graph instance after the
phase 2, effectively avoiding the downtime caused by the draining phase
(see Figure 5.5).
6.3 Seamless Reconfiguration
This section presents fixed seamless reconfiguration and adaptive seamless
reconfiguration. Apart from depending on concurrent recompilation, both
seamless reconfiguration schemes use the techniques from Section 6.2.1:
input duplication and asynchronous state transfer.
The seamless schemes differ in their strategy for switching between the
old and new graph instances. Fixed seamless reconfiguration computes a
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Figure 6.5: Input duplication during fixed seamless reconfiguration. (a)
Around the switching point, some of the input is duplicated and fed to both
the old and new graph instances. (b) Both graph instances execute concur-
rently. (c) The old graph instance’s output, including the output based on
the duplicated input, is used. The beginning of the new graph instance’s
output (based on the duplicated input) is skipped and the remainder is
used.
transition point in advance (using the schedules and data rates), switching
to the new graph instance’s output stream after the old graph instance
stops. Fixed seamless reconfiguration is simple and bounds the amount
of redundant work performed, but may exhibit downtime or output rate
spikes if the old and new graph instances run at different speeds. Adaptive
seamless reconfiguration dynamically transitions between the old and new
graph instances when the new graph instance catches up, smoothing the
output rate at the transition.
6.3.1 Fixed Seamless Reconfiguration
As shown in Figure 6.5, fixed seamless reconfiguration runs the old and new
graph instances concurrently on a fixed amount of duplicated input. The
old graph instance is stopped after processing the duplicated input, but
the new graph instance continues to execute. All output produced by the
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old graph instance before it stops is forwarded to the blob’s output. The
portion of the new graph instance’s output corresponding to the duplicated
input is discarded, after which the new graph instance’s output becomes
the blob’s output.
The amount of duplicated input is computed based on the data rates of the
workers in the stream graph and the execution schedule of the blob. The
computation is different for stateless and stateful graphs, as described in
the next subsections.
Stateless Graph
Stateless graphs do not contain any workers with state variables, but
they still require internal buffering for both correctness (to implement
peeking/sliding window operations) and performance (amortizing the cost
of synchronization over many data items). Buffered data items must be
transferred from the old to new graph instance during reconfiguration.
Because stateless graphs have no worker state, we can implicitly transfer the
buffered data items by duplicating input, leaving the new graph instance
with the same buffered items as the old graph instance without stopping
the old graph instance to copy the items.
Let Ginitin denote the number of input data items needed to fill the internal
buffers of a graph G during its initialization phase. Similarly, let Gsteadyin
denote the number of data items required during one execution of G’s
steady-state schedule. Ginitin and G
steady
in are computed by multiplying the
topmost worker’s pop rate by the number of executions of that worker
specified in the initialization or steady-state schedule respectively. Fixed
seamless reconfiguration runs the old and new graph instances concurrently
by duplicating X ∗OLDsteadyin data items, where
X = dmax(OLDinitin , NEW initin )/OLDsteadyin e
The use of max(OLDinitin , NEW initin ) ensures that after X executions of the
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old graph instance’s steady-state schedule, any data items buffered in the old
graph instance have been fully processed, and that the new graph instance
has received enough (duplicate) input to complete its initialization schedule.
The number of redundant output data items produced is X ∗ OLDsteadyout ,
one copy of which must be discarded. Because the new graph instance’s
initialization phase usually has a lower output rate than the old graph
instance’s steady-state phase, we forward all of the old graph instance’s
output and discard the first X ∗OLDsteadyout items produced by the new graph
instance. At this point, reconfiguration is complete and the new graph
instance executes normally.
Stateful Graph
Stateful stream graphs contain workers with state variables whose values
must be transferred from the old to new graph instance, preventing implicit
state transfer. Instead, StreamJIT uses asynchronous state transfer (Sec-
tion 6.2.1) to capture the state (both worker state variables and buffered
data items) of the old graph instance. The old graph instance continues to
execute after sending its state. While waiting for the state transfer, the new
graph instance is compiled. After the state is received, it can be injected
into the new graph instance.
The intended buffer sizes of the old and new graph instances may be
different, so the new graph instance’s initialization schedule shrinks or
enlarges the buffers as required. To allow the initialization schedule to
complete, X ∗OLDsteadyin data items are duplicated, where
X = dNEW initin /OLDsteadyin e
As in the stateless case, X ∗OLDsteadyout redundant output items are skipped

























(a) Downtime when transitioning from



















(b) Output spikes when transitioning
from low to high throughput.
Figure 6.6: Downtime and output spikes during fixed seamless reconfigu-
ration when throughput differs.
Issues in Fixed Seamless Reconfiguration
When the old and new graph instances have similar throughput, fixed
seamless reconfiguration incurs no downtime. Compared to stop-and-copy
reconfiguration, fixed seamless reconfiguration dramatically reduces the time
spent executing at less than full throughput; see Figure 6.9 and Section 6.4.2.
When throughput differs, however, fixed seamless reconfiguration either
incurs downtime or causes spikes in the output rate during the transition,
depending on which graph is faster.
When the old graph instance has a higher throughput than the new graph
instance, the old graph instance processes all of its input and stops before
the new graph instance completes its initialization schedule, resulting in
downtime. The downtime is shorter than that caused by stop-and-copy
reconfiguration, but still long enough to be disruptive. Figure 6.6a shows
the downtime caused by fixed seamless reconfiguration from high to low
throughput.
When the old graph instance has a lower throughput than the new graph in-
stance, the new graph instance can buffer up lots of output while StreamJIT
waits for the old graph instance to finish processing its input. When the old
graph instance finally stops, this buffered output results in a spike in the
output rate, which can disrupt clients of the stream application. Figure 6.6b
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shows output spikes caused by fixed seamless reconfiguration from low to
high throughput.
In theory, downtime and output spikes could be avoided by predicting the
throughput of the new configuration and adjusting the fixed transition point
between the old and new graph instances. In practice, building a robust
throughput predictor is difficult because performance depends on runtime
factors as well as static features of the configuration. In the next section,
we explain how adaptive seamless reconfiguration addresses the remaining
downtime and output spikes by deciding the transition point dynamically.
6.3.2 Adaptive Seamless Reconfiguration
Like fixed seamless reconfiguration, adaptive seamless reconfiguration also
runs the old and new graph instances concurrently, but instead of duplicating
a fixed amount of input, adaptive seamless reconfiguration dynamically
chooses how much input to duplicate and thus when to switch from the old
to the new graph instance. Adaptive seamless reconfiguration applies two
output smoothing techniques, adaptive merging and resource throttling, to
avoid the downtime and output rate spikes of fixed seamless reconfiguration.
Adaptive merging avoids output spikes when transitioning from low to
high throughput by abandoning the old graph instance as soon as the new
graph instance is ready. Specifically, it avoids output spikes by switching to
the new graph instance as soon as it catches up to the old graph instance,
avoiding the buildup of buffered output that causes the spikes. Adaptive
seamless reconfiguration estimates how much input to duplicate in the same
way as fixed seamless reconfiguration, but if the new graph instance catches
up before the old graph instance has finished processing all the duplicated
input, the old graph instance is immediately abandoned. Input duplication
results in redundant outputs; whereas fixed seamless reconfiguration always
discards the first outputs of the new graph instance, adaptive merging may
discard output from the old, new or both instances, depending on when the
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new graph instance catches up.
Resource throttling technique helps to avoid downtime when transi-
tioning from high to low throughput by reducing the resources available
to the old graph instance, slowing down the old graph instance so the new
graph instance can catch up. Based on the time elapsed since the recon-
figuration process started, the number of cores allocated to the old graph
instance is repeatedly halved, resulting in the old graph instance having
more threads than cores available. The resulting timeslicing reduces the
old graph instance throughput, while simultaneously freeing more resources
for the new graph instance, increasing its throughput. If this does not slow
the old graph instance sufficiently, the old graph instance’s input rate is
restricted.
6.3.3 Summary
Step 0:  Compile G2 
Step 2: Start to duplicate input 
Step 5:  Stop G1 when G2’s 
output catches G1’s output 
G1 is running 
Step 4b:  Merge output from 
G1 until G2’s output catches it  
Step 3:  Start G2 
Step 1a:  Request state from 
G1 
Step 1b: Collect state from 
G1 and inject it into G2 
G2 is running 
If the program is stateful 
Step 4a: Reduce the input and the 
resources of G1 gradually 
Figure 6.7: Flowchart of adaptive seamless reconfiguration from old graph
instance G1 to new graph instance G2.
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The flowchart in Figure 6.7 summarizes adaptive seamless reconfiguration,
which consists of the following steps:
Compilation When reconfiguration begins, StreamJIT compiles the new
graph instance while the old graph instance continues to execute.
State transfer If the program is stateful, request and collect the state of
the old graph instance via asynchronous state transfer.
Input duplication After injecting the collected state (if any), the new
graph instance begins executing. Input data items are sent to both the old
and new graph instances. The old graph instance’s output continues to be
forwarded to the overall blob output.
Resource throttling As the old graph continues to execute, gradually re-
duce its execution resources and limit its input rate, reducing its throughput
so that the new graph instance can catch up.
Adaptive merging Once the new graph instance has caught up to the old




Figure 6.8: The time breakdown of the whole reconfiguration process. All
downtime causing factors are made hidden.
Figure 6.8 shows the time breakdown of the whole reconfiguration pro-
cess, where the downtime causing factors – draining, recompilation, and




This section evaluates the seamless reconfiguration schemes presented in
this chapter. We first compare the reconfiguration schemes to compare their
relative contribution to reducing downtime, then evaluate the overhead of
the best scheme, adaptive seamless reconfiguration. We then demonstrate
how StreamJIT’s seamless reconfiguration enables the use cases described
in the introduction. Except for the experiments reported in Sections 6.4.3
and 6.4.4, the experiments were performed using identical nodes equipped
with dual-socket 2.4GHz Intel Xeon E5-2695v2 processors (12 cores per
socket, 2 threads per core) with 128GB RAM running Ubuntu 14.10, with
StreamJIT running on OpenJDK 1.8u31.
As part of StreamJIT’s throughput optimizations (described in Section 3.2),
StreamJIT programs ingest input and emit output at the end of each
execution of the steady-state schedule, resulting in output being emitted in
batches. Depending on the configuration, each steady-state cycle can take
hundreds of milliseconds. To account for output batching, in this section

















Average Output Affected Time 
Average Downtime 
Figure 6.9: The average downtime (zero output) and reduced-throughput
time of vMotion migration and StreamJIT’s reconfiguration mechanisms.
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Figure 6.9 compares the average downtime and average reduced-throughput
time of vMotion migration, stop-and-copy reconfiguration, fixed seamless
reconfiguration and adaptive seamless reconfiguration. The figure is based
on four trials each of FMRadio (a stateless stream program) and Beamformer
(a stateful stream program) running on two nodes. Downtime is time in
which the stream program is not producing any output; reduced-throughput
time is time during which the stream program is at less than full throughput
(where full throughput is averaged over the previous 100 seconds).
Stop-and-copy reconfiguration suffers the same average downtime as vMotion
migration, but has substantially lower reduced-throughput time; the causes
are explained in Section 6.4.3. Fixed seamless reconfiguration reduces the
average downtime compared to stop-and-copy reconfiguration, but cannot
eliminate it entirely for the reasons described in Section 6.3.1. Adaptive
seamless reconfiguration completely eliminates the downtime and has 90%















































Figure 6.10: Throughput of FMRadio (a stateless stream program) run-
ning on 8 nodes during three reconfigurations into the same configuration.
The lines marked NewCfg denote the beginning of reconfiguration; the
shaded area indicates when the old and new graph instances are running
concurrently.
To measure the overhead of adaptive seamless reconfiguration, we repeat-














































Figure 6.11: Downtime comparison between vMotion migration and
StreamJIT adaptive seamless reconfiguration for FMRadio (a stateless
stream program). It was executed on two nodes, with the second node
being moved to another node. Also see Figure 6.1.
configuration ensures that the measured reduction in throughput is due to
reconfiguration, not the properties of the new configuration. Figure 6.10
shows the throughput of FMRadio running on 8 nodes through 3 reconfigu-
rations. The shaded region shows when the old and new graph instances are
running concurrently. On average, the two graph instances overlap for 7.2
seconds. The program does not experience any downtime, but throughput
is reduced by 27% during the reconfiguration process.
6.4.3 StreamJIT vs. VM Migration
We compared vMotion migration with StreamJIT adaptive seamless recon-
figuration by running StreamJIT inside virtual machines and measuring
the throughput during migration and reconfiguration. The experiment used
vSphere 5.0.0, 64-bit CentOS 7.7, and Oracle JDK 1.8.31. The virtual
machines were configured with 6 virtual cores and 32GB RAM. The physi-
cal hosts were equipped with 2.3GHz Intel Xeon E5-2630 processors and
32GB RAM. Each stream program initially runs on two nodes, then the
second node is moved to a new physical host by either migration or adaptive
seamless reconfiguration.
As shown in Figures 6.1 and 6.11 and summarized in Figure 6.9, vMotion mi-
gration experiences more downtime than adaptive seamless reconfiguration
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and substantially more reduced-throughput time than even stop-and-copy
reconfiguration due to vMotion’s strategy for stopping the virtual machine.
vMotion first speculatively copies the contents of the virtual machine’s
memory, on the assumption that most memory pages will not change before
the VM is migrated. This assumption does not hold for stream applica-
tions, which are continuously ingesting new data and thus modifying lots of
memory. When vMotion detects that the amount of memory to be copied
is not decreasing (because memory is being modified faster than it can be
copied), vMotion artificially slows down the virtual machine, a strategy
named stun during page send [88]. Eventually vMotion stops the VM and
copies the remaining modified memory, but not before incurring a lengthy
reduced-throughput time. StreamJIT makes just one copy of the state using
asynchronous state transfer, allowing the stream program to run at full
speed before and after the copy, only throttling the old graph instance’s
resources when necessary for the new graph instance to catch up.
6.4.4 Elastic Computing
We demonstrated StreamJIT’s elastic computing capability by running
stream programs on Amazon EC2, dynamically adding and removing nodes.
The virtual machines used in these experiments all had 16vCPU and 32GB
RAM, running 64-bit Ubuntu 15.04 and 64-bit Oracle JDK 1.8.31.
Figure 6.12 shows the throughput of two stream programs as nodes are
added and removed using adaptive seamless reconfiguration. StreamJIT
reconfigures the programs without introducing any downtime, allowing
seamless scaling out or in.
6.4.5 Workload Fluctuation
StreamJIT achieves performance resiliency by continuously recompiling
the program for new environment changes. To demonstrate StreamJIT’s
































































Figure 6.12: Throughput of Beamformer (a stateful stream program) and
FMRadio (a stateless stream program) on Amazon EC2 as nodes are added
and removed. Programs initially run on two nodes, then two nodes are
added, two more nodes are added, one node is removed, another node is
removed, and one node is added. StreamJIT reconfigures the programs with
zero downtime.
a benchmark that increases the work required to process each data item
every 30 seconds, starting after 100 seconds. The program initially runs on
a single node, with a new node added whenever the throughput falls below
8000 items processed per second. Figure 6.13 compares the throughput on
this benchmark with and without adding additional nodes. Without adding
nodes, the program can only achieve slightly more than half of the desired
performance level; when using reconfiguration to add nodes, the program
can maintain the desired throughput.
6.4.6 Online Autotuning
Performing autotuning online with production data allows the autotuning
to accomplish useful work, but exposes the autotuning process (which
explores hundreds to thousands of program variants) to the same quality-
of-service requirements of the final tuned variant. Figure 6.14 shows an
excerpt of online autotuning of two stream programs, each on eight nodes.
Throughput varies as the autotuner tries different program variants, but

























de Resource AddedNo Resource Added
Figure 6.13: Throughput as workload increases every 30 seconds beginning
at 100 seconds. The blue line shows throughput when a node is added
when throughput drops below 8000 items per second; the red line shows




























































Figure 6.14: An excerpt of online autotuning of Beamformer (a stateful
stream program) and FMRadio (a stateless stream program) on 8 nodes.
StreamJIT reconfigures the programs with zero downtime. Throughput
varies as the autotuner tries different program variants.
6.4.7 Continuous Adaptation
To demonstrate StreamJIT’s ability to adapt to subtle resource fluctuations,
we ran a benchmark on eight nodes of our cluster alongside an external
regex-matching application (which fully utilizes its CPU cores) on ten cores
of each of four nodes, simulating activity of other tenants of the cluster. The
StreamJIT program was continuously reoptimized using online autotuning.
Every 200 tuning rounds starting after 400 rounds, the regex-matching


















































Figure 6.15: Throughput of FMRadio (a stateless stream program) run-
ning on 8 nodes when an external workload is consuming some CPU re-
sources, with the external workload being moved between nodes from time
to time. The blue line shows throughput with continuous reoptimization;
the red line shows the same benchmark’s throughput running in the initial
configuration without reoptimization.
node, causing performance fluctuations in the StreamJIT program. (In
each tuning round, StreamJIT runs in the configuration suggested by the
autotuner and reports its throughput. Figure 6.14a shows three full tuning
rounds.)
Figure 6.15 compares the throughput on this benchmark with and without
reoptimization. Without reoptimization, throughput drops by 72%; with
continuous reoptimization, StreamJIT can quickly recover from the resource
fluctuations to restore throughput. (Due to NUMA/topology effects, the
maximum possible throughput differs when the regex-matching program is
running in different places, so we do not expect StreamJIT to maintain a
straight line of throughput; after the first resource fluctuation, StreamJIT’s
throughput actually increases.)
6.5 Chapter Summary
Runtime reconfiguration is a practical necessity for long-running stream
applications. This chapter describes, for the first time, techniques that
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enable downtime-free reconfiguration of stream programs. Unlike other
systems based on load balancing of fixed partitions, StreamJIT’s seamless
reconfiguration supports global repartitioning, enabling load balancing and
adaptation without sacrificing opportunities for continuous global reopti-
mization. Compared to the tens of seconds of no output during migration
using a state-of-the-art commercial virtualization tool, our StreamJIT frame-
work can reconfigure stream programs with zero downtime and 90% less
time of reduced throughput, without requiring any overhead during normal
execution. Our experimental evaluation demonstrates how StreamJIT en-
ables response to demand changes, allows elastic scaling in the cloud, and
makes online autotuning practical, with downtime-free live reconfiguration





Compilers and runtime systems must make a huge number of performance-
critical decisions when compiling and executing programs. Designing heuris-
tics that can make the optimal decision for all programs on all platforms
is very difficult. These heuristics must be continually updated for new
platforms, a task requiring increasing effort as programs and platforms
diversify. As a result, compiler and runtime authors are increasingly turn-
ing to program autotuning, replacing complex and fragile heuristics with
autotuner searches. Oﬄine (ahead-of-time) autotuning has been empirically
proven to outperform state-of-the-art heuristic compilers [3, 31, 83, 39, 106].
For instance, Halide [83], a domain-specific language and compiler for stencil
computation, uses oﬄine autotuning to generate code up to 5× faster than
hand-tuned C code across a range of architectures, including GPUs.
Online autotuning – tuning the program at runtime instead of compile
time – has two major advantages over oﬄine autotuning. Oﬄine autotuning
spends hours or days testing autotuner-generated program variants on
the hardware being tuned for, yet no actual work is performed. Online
autotuning recaptures this wasted time, allowing the application to perform
useful work while being tuned. Online autotuning also allows the application
to adapt to dynamic changes in the execution environment by resuming the
autotuner search when performance monitoring detects the environment has
changed. Even small changes in the environment can have disproportionately
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large performance impacts on programs that have been tuned to fully
exploit a specific environment. Responding to dynamic changes with oﬄine
autotuning requires the system designer to predict all possible degraded
environments and tune separately for each of them, a prohibitively expensive
process.
Despite its advantages, online autotuning has not been seriously adopted
because of its unique challenges. Effective online autotuning requires trans-
parently reorganizing the program’s state when the autotuner suggests a
new program variant, requiring the compiler and runtime to build and
maintain a deep understanding of the program. More fundamentally, online
autotuning must cope with program variants that exhibit misbehavior or
pathologically poor performance. Oﬄine autotuning can simply terminate
any variant that exceeds a timeout with no ill effects, but programs under-
going online autotuning have state that must be preserved. One way to
support termination is to checkpoint the program’s state when each new
variant is started and buffer the new variant’s inputs, allowing restart from
the checkpoint if the variant is terminated, but checkpointing introduces
overhead and termination results in poor quality of service during the tuning
phase.
In this chapter, we describe the online autotuning feature of StreamJIT.
Stream programs apply the same operations to huge streams of data, making
them natural choices for online autotuning. As a domain-specific language,
the StreamJIT compiler and runtime understand stream programs at a
high level, allowing the programs to be paused and resumed in arbitrary
configurations, solving online autotuning’s state redistribution problem.
Instead of relying on expensive checkpoint-and-restart to escape bad program
variants, we instead predict and avoid bad variants using two predictors that
test high- and low-level properties (respectively) of the proposed variant.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 7.2 gives an
overview to StreamJIT’s advanced features that are important for achieving
pragmatic online autotuning. Section 7.3 describes online autotuning in
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detail, and Section 7.4 explains the predictors used in StreamJIT to avoid
bad configurations. Section 7.5 presents our evaluation. Finally, Section 7.6
concludes.
7.2 Online Autotuning Support in StreamJIT
Chapter 3 discusses the technical details of the StreamJIT compiler and
runtime system. In this section, we explain the unique features of StreamJIT
that enable the practical possibility of online autotuning.
Cluster-wide dynamic recompilation The primary feature of StreamJIT
that makes online autotuning feasible is cluster-wide dynamic recompilation,
which enables autotuning all domain specific optimization decisions for a
running program. Depends on the environment changes, autotuner decides
better optimization decisions (i.e., new configuration) and requests the
runtime system to recompile and reconfigure the program with the new
configuration. This process continues throughout the program’s lifespan.
The whole process of cluster-wide dynamic recompilation is explained in
Chapter 5.
Seamless reconfiguration Another element that makes online autotun-
ing pragmatic is the system support for seamlessly reconfiguring a running
program. Specifically, the compiler and runtime system must be able to
pause the running program, bring back its current state, recompile the
same with a new configuration, and start it with the previous pause state.
Like a JIT compilation process, the reconfiguration process is also lim-
ited to perform complex operations. The overhead of the reconfiguration
must be kept minimal to keep the system fast and maintain the program’s
quality-of-service. StreamJIT uses advanced techniques that reconfigure a
program on-the-fly with minimal overhead. The whole process of seamless
reconfiguration is explained in Chapter 6.
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7.3 Online Autotuning
Off-line and online tuning processes can be compared to traditional and JIT
compilers, respectively. Like a traditional compiler that compiles a program
to the machine language before the program starts, off-line autotuning tunes
a program and finds the best configuration before the same goes to the
production line. On the other hand, online autotuning, analogous to a JIT
compiler that runs with the program and compiles its hotspots on-the-fly,





















Figure 7.1: FMRadio(41,4096) running on 16 node cluster. Shutting down
a node shows nearly 4X sudden drop in the throughput. This is Figure 1.3,
repeated here for reader’s convenience.
As autotuning is a lengthy process in general, online autotuning is suitable
for the programs that are intended to run longer. For example, stream
programs are ideal candidates for online autotuning as they are intended
to run forever. The key advantage of online autotuning is that it serves
throughout a program’s life cycle and ensures that the program is always
configured with the best configuration. Further, it is widely known that the
dynamic changes in the system have the capability to severely affect the
performance of the running program. Figure 7.1 (repeated in Fig. 1.3) shows
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the performance degradation a stream program that runs on a 16-node
cluster. As depicted, the program suffers degradation up to 4x when a
node goes down. When online autotuning process is used in such cases,
it is definite that performance resilience can be guaranteed as the process
reconfigures the program to the newly changed environment.
StreamJIT uses OpenTuner [3] for autotuning. The next subsection provides
a brief introduction to OpenTuner.
OpenTuner
OpenTuner [3] is a general framework for program autotuning that supports
fully customizable configuration and extensible technique representation for
domain-specific autotuning. In OpenTuner, a search space can be repre-
sented using collections of parameter types that OpenTuner’s API provides.
The parameter types can be classified as two main types: (1) Primitive
parameters that represent a numeric value (Int and Float) bounded by
upper and lower bound; (2) Complex parameters that represent a selection
list( Boolean, Switch and Enum). Further, OpenTuner runs ensembles of
search techniques such as greedy mutation, differential evolution, different
types of hill climbers and so on in parallel to autotune the optimization
problem. See [3] for in depth technical details.
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Figure 7.2: The StreamJIT compiler and runtime suite uses OpenTuner
for online autotuning.
During online autotuning, StreamJIT’s all domain-specific optimization
decisions – such as graph partitioning, load balancing, fusion decisions, and
many others – are made entirely by OpenTuner. Figure 7.2, an extended
version of Fig. 3.11, shows how the StreamJIT compiler suite interacts with
OpenTuner. StreamJIT defines the autotuning search space by presenting
OpenTuner with a set of parameters of various types (explained in subsection
7.3.2), OpenTuner then applies the search techniques to suggest a new set of
values for the parameters (called a configuration). StreamJIT (re)compiles
the program guided by the new configuration, executes the recompiled
version, and reports the measurement (e.g., throughput) to OpenTuner,
which then suggests a new configuration and so on until tuning ends.
7.3.2 StreamJIT Search Space
The graph is partitioned by preselecting some workers (roughly every fourth
worker) as keys; the autotuner chooses a cut point following each key,
then assigns the resulting blobs (containing one key each) to nodes. Ad-
jacent blobs assigned to the same node are merged unless doing so would
create a cycle in the blob graph. We use keys because letting the auto-
tuner assign workers individually to nodes results in poor locality and high
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communication-to-computation ratios.
For each inter-blob communication channel, the autotuner selects between
blocking and asynchronous implementations atop TCP. Blocking TCP dedi-
cates a thread to reading/writing each channel, ensuring high responsiveness
but reducing the fraction of CPU time performing actual work due to in-
creased context switching. The asynchronous implementation uses a thread
pool (fewer threads than channels) to manage all channels for a particular
blob, but data is not dispatched immediately to the blob. Which imple-
mentation is better depends on the load balance of the specific variant, so
StreamJIT lets the autotuner decide.
In each blob, the StreamJIT compiler performs graph-level transformations
such as worker fusion, splitter/joiner removal, and schedule granularity
based on the autotuner-provided configuration. The autotuner also controls
some lower-level transformations such as unboxing and whether to use Java
arrays or unsafe native memory for storage. Finally, the autotuner divides
the schedule of worker executions among the cores allocated for that blob,
including load-balancing around any stateful workers (which cannot be
parallelized). [15] explains these transformations and how the autotuner
controls them in greater detail.
Search space of a typical StreamJIT program can be extremely large and
complex. For example, search space of FilterBank with 32 processing
pipelines includes of 7172 IntegerParameters, 323 FloatParameters, and
1815 DiscreteParameters (in total 9633) that contain up to 1012000 possible
configurations.
7.3.3 Tuning Process
Tuning Round Figure 7.3 depicts how StreamJIT online autotunes a
program with the help of OpenTuner. Tuning round is a cyclic process that
starts by receiving a new configuration from the autotuner. When a new











Figure 7.3: Tuning process
configuration. If the received configuration is valid, it dynamically recompiles
and reconfigures the stream program with the new configuration. After the
reconfiguration, the controller measures performance of the new program
instance and reports the throughput to the autotuner. The autotuner then
suggests a new configuration, and the cycle continues.
Pausing Criteria We do not want to autotune forever; at some point
continuing to explore the search space is less productive than simply ex-
ploiting the best configuration found. It is not possible to detect if the
current best configuration is the absolute optimal configuration, but our
empirical data shows that if no improvement is found for the last 300 tuning
rounds, then the autotuner is unlikely to find a better configuration within
a reasonable time, so StreamJIT pauses autotuning. When pausing the
autotuning process, we configure the program with the best configuration
that was found so far.
Resuming Criteria One major advantage of online autotuning is support
for dynamism. Runtime system must be able to identify the fluctuations in
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the running environment and resume the tuning process to adapt to the
newly changed environment. We resume the online autotuning if there is a
change in the throughput of the running program.
7.4 Predicting and Avoiding Bad Configura-
tions
As we mentioned in the introduction section, one of the main challenges of
online autotuning is to identify and avoid bad configurations in advance.
Off-line autotuning can try arbitrary configurations because it has the
luxury of terminating bad or invalid configurations. In contrast, if an
online autotuner attempts to reconfigure the program with many bad
configurations, it will drastically slow down the program, outweighing any
benefit from online autotuning completely. In the worst case, some illegal
configurations may cause the program to crash. An online autotuner must
avoid bad configurations to provide any benefit.
Some previous work [101, 31], uses search space pruning to minimize the bad
regions. However, recent studies [3, 2] have found that the excessive pruning
will miss out on unintuitive good configurations. StreamJIT exposes the
entire search space to the autotuner and uses knowledge about the domain
of stream programming to avoid bad regions in the search space. When the
autotuner suggests a new configuration, we first predict if the configuration
will be bad, and reconfigure the program only if the predictors accepted
the configurations. The following subsections explain two different methods
that we use together to predict bad configurations.
7.4.1 Stream Graph Property Based Predictor
StreamJIT autotunes graph partitioning and task scheduling to find an
appropriate stream graph partition and to map the partitions to the nodes.
Although we autotune several compiler optimization problems, we observed
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that performance is highly sensitive to graph partitioning. In order to
maintain the partitioned graph within the acceptable range, we check 5
different characteristics of partitions that help us to avoid bad regions in
the search space. These are
1. Presence of cycles. Our partitioning method ensures the graph of
communicating blobs is acyclic, but after mapping the blobs onto
nodes, the digraph of communicating nodes may contain cycles. Com-
munication graphs with cycles indicate the partitioning has a high
communication-to-computation ratio as data bounces around the cycle.
We reject any configuration containing a cycle.
2. Ratio of large to small blobs. Blobs that are too large for the node
they run on tend to become bottlenecks as preceding nodes fill up
their output buffers and succeeding nodes wait for input. We reject
configurations with unbalanced blob sizes to avoid these straggling
blobs.
3. Machine load ratio. When the blobs are mapped to the machines, it
is essential to maintain the mapping proportional to the machines’
computational capacity. In a homogeneous cluster system, ideally the
workload on all nodes should be equal. In a new configuration, the
ratio between the highest number of actors assigned to a machine to
the lowest number of actors assigned to a machine is calculated as
loadRatio, and if the value exceeds a threshold value, the configuration
will be rejected. In contrast to the ratio of small to large blobs that
tries to avoids straggler blobs, the load ratio tries to avoid overloaded
or underutilized machines.
4. Blob-to-machine ratio. The ideal partition of a stream graph for a
given set of machines is having one blob per machine. Giving the
StreamJIT compiler large scopes of the program increases optimization
opportunities and avoids competition between blobs on the same node.
Achieving a single partition per machine is not always possible for all
stream graphs, especially graphs containing unparallelizable stateful
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workers that must be load-balanced around, but configurations with
high blob-to-machine ratios should be rejected.
5. Fraction of inter-node stream graph edges. When two workers sharing
an edge in the stream graph are assigned to different nodes, the data
flowing on that edge must be sent over the network. Partitionings
with many inter-node stream graph edges have high communication-
to-computation ratios and exhibit poor performance as increasing
amounts of time are wasted waiting for or sending data, so the predictor
rejects configurations with a high fraction of inter-node stream graph
edges.
7.4.2 Distance Matrix Based Predictor
We also observed that proposed configurations that are very different from
the current best configuration often perform poorly. The distance-matrix-
based predictor computes a distance metric between proposed configurations
and the current best configuration and rejects the configurations that are
too far away.
Let O1, O2, ...Or be types of domain specific optimization problems, which
we want to autotune. In the context of StreamJIT, optimization problems
include graph partitioning, worker fusion, allocation of work to cores, and
so on. Program’s performance is more sensitive to some optimization
problems than others; in StreamJIT, performance is highly sensitive to
graph partitioning. Let the weights wO1, wO2, ..., wOr of each optimization
problems denote the relative sensitivity of overall performance to that
optimization problems.
A numeric parameter pn is a numeric parameter (Integer and Float) that
ranges between a lower bound pnlower and an upper bound pnupper. A discrete
parameter pd is a parameter with a list of discrete options (e.g, a Boolean
parameter has options {true and false}).
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Consider optimization problem Oi’s search space
SOi = {{P numeric}, {P discrete}}
where P numeric = {pn0 , pn1 , ..., pnl } and P discrete = {pd0, pd1, ..., pdm} and consider
a search space S = {SO1, SO2, ..., SOr} corresponding to a stream program.
If Ci and Cj are two configurations in the search space, we define the
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wnk ∗ δ(pnki , pnkj ) +
m∑
k=1
wpk ∗ δ(pdki , pdkj )
, where wnk and wpk are relative weights of each parameter in the optimiza-
tion problem.
We then define weighted distance between Ci and Cj for the full search





wOk ∗ distOk(Ci, Cj)
When a new configuration is passed to this predictor, the distance-matrix-
based predictor computes weightedDist(Cproposed, CcurrentBest) and rejects
the proposed configuration if the distance is > 0.8, a threshold set empiri-
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cally.
7.4.3 Using both Predictors Together
In StreamJIT we use both predictors together to avoid bad regions in the
search space. When a new configuration is received from the autotuner, first
the stream graph property-based predictor analyzes it and decides whether
to accept or reject the configuration. If it accepts, the configuration will be
passed to the distance matrix based predictor to decide. If a configuration is
accepted by both predictors, then the stream program will be reconfigured
with the new configuration and the performance will be reported to the
autotuner; otherwise, the autotuner will be told the suggested configuration
is really bad so it will learn to avoid that region of the search space.
In the evaluation, we show that both predictors effectively avoid bad regions
of the search space and are even more effective when used together. When
used together, the predictors can reduce the tuning time by 48% without
compromising the quality of the final result. The graph property based
predictor avoids bigger variations in a program’s performance, and at the
same time, the distance matrix based predictor avoids smaller variations a
program’s performance.
7.5 Evaluation
This section presents the evaluation of StreamJIT’s online autotuning.
Specifically, we will describe five different experiments that we performed
to demonstrate the different capabilities of our proposed system. The
experiments were conducted on a 24-node Linux cluster in which each node
was equipped with a 2.4GHz Intel Xeon E5-2695v2 processor with two
sockets comprising of 12 cores per socket and 128GB RAM. StreamJIT
programs ran on a 64-bit Oracle JDK1.8.31 and the operating system was
Ubuntu 14.10.
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Figure 7.4: Improvement over online autotuning rounds for Chan-
nelVocoder 48, 1024 benchmark on 4 node cluster. Shows time in mil-
liseconds to produce 100,000 outputs (lower is better).
All benchmark applications were allowed to run on different cluster sizes for
8 hours and the performance improvement that the online autotuning finds
over the tuning rounds was collected. In this experiment, machines were
fully allocated to the benchmark and no dynamism was allowed. Figure
7.4 depicts how online autotuning improves the performance of Chan-
nelVocoder (48, 1024) on 4 node cluster machines over the tuning rounds.
As shown in the figure, the online autotuning improves the performance by
44% over the time and settles the program with the best configuration just
before the 1000th tuning round.
Table 7.1 summarizes the improvement we got by online autotuning for
our subset of benchmark suits. On average, online autotuning improved
the applications by 48%. This experiment empirically shows that online
autotuning is capable of finding and settling a program for a given underlying
hardware environment.
To the best of our knowledge, there is no heuristic work published that
distributes StreamJIT/StreamIt programs. Hence, we have no way to
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compare online autotuning’s performance improvement with a well-known
heuristic model that is developed by an external group. In addition, because
of the enormous size of the search space in our context, it is nearly impossible
to enumerate all possible configurations in the search space and examining
their relative performance by hand for the purpose of comparing manually-
found best configuration with that of the online autotuned one. However,
with the following two observations, we can safely assume that online
autotuning finds a better configuration. First, as shown in Section 3.7,
autotuning beats state-of-the-art heuristics implementation by 2.8x for single
node environment. In addition to the single node autotuning, the distributed
version adds only one tuning problem, which is graph partitioning; the rest
of the tuning parameters are identical. Second, as OpenTuner performs
exhaustive search, there is very little chance of finding a better configuration
if there is no further improvement in the autotuning process for long period
of time. For example, in Figure 7.4, autotuning finds no further better
configuration after 1000th tuning round (i.e., the remaining 500 tuning
rounds do not improve the performance). With these two observations,











1 105 58 44.2
2 113 33 70.3
4 44 22 48.7
8 27 13 51.2
16 12 6 48.7
Filter
Bank(32)
1 81 57 28.9
2 70 38 45.9
4 39 20 47.5
8 31 12 60.6
16 283 11 95.9
SARBank (8)
1 8 4 40.4
2 31 10 66.6
4 18 8 54.4
8 6 3 39.7
16 9 2 72.6
CV (48,1024)
1 235 92 60.5
2 119 54 54.6
4 53 31 39.9
8 64 19 69.1
16 56 12 77.6
Beam Former
(40,4096)
1 66 36 44.85
2 55 24 55.31
4 58 14 74.66
8 24 9 62.01
16 19 7 63.76
Table 7.1: Initial and best execution time (rounded to nearest seconds) to
generate fixed number of outputs. Last column shows the improvement in
each run achieved by incorporating online autotuning.
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7.5.2 Support for Dynamic Changes
As mentioned earlier, a key advantage of the online autotuning is the support
for dynamic changes and continuous adaptation. We simulated dynamism
on the cluster system and experimented performance resiliency of the system
to the dynamic changes. In this experiment, we first ran a program for 4
hours on the cluster and let the application to settle at its best configuration,
and then simulated two types of dynamism.
Shutdowning Node
In the first case, we shutdown a computer node from the cluster and
measured the response of the system. As StreamJIT does not support fault
tolerance for the moment, which is one of our future work (Section 9.2),
we simulated the node shutdown case by stopping a node and randomly
reassigning the workload of that node to some other nodes in the cluster.
So that the program can continue to work correctly despite the performance
degradation.
Just after the dynamism, the throughput of the best configuration went
down by a factor up to 5x and online autotuning recovered the performance
by readjusting the load to the new environment. Figure 7.5 depicts the
response of FMRadio with 41 bands and 4096 taps for different number
of initial cluster sizes and one lesser cluster size after the dynamism. It is
clearly evident that the lost in performance is proportional to the amount
of computational power lost by the node shutdown. For example, in the
2-node cluster case (Figure 7.5a), shutting a node down takes out half of
the computational resources. Hence, the running time after the dynamism
is nearly twice in comparison with before the dynamism. In the 16-node
cluster case (Figure 7.5d), performance lost is almost insignificant and the
recovery time is faster as it loses only 6.25% (i.e., 1
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(d) Initial cluster size = 16.
Figure 7.5: FMRadio with 41 bands and 4096 taps for different number
of initial cluster sizes and 1 lesser cluster size after the dynamism. Shows
time in milliseconds to produce 100,000 outputs (lower is better)
Blocking CPU Cores
In the second dynamism experiment, we randomly hogged some cores of
a few computer nodes with an external application that computes String
matching (regex) in a tight while loop to keep the selected cores occupied
forever, and then measured the response of the online autotuned program.
Specifically, three different patterns of CPU hogging were simulated: (i)
hog half of the cores on all machines; (ii) hog half of the cores on half of
the machines; and (iii) hog all cores on half of the machines in the cluster.
Figure 7.8 depicts the response of the system for all three cases. Similar























































Figure 7.8: Response of the FMRadio with 41 bands and 4096 taps for
different types of CPU hogging where in (a) half of the cores on all machines,
in (b) half of the cores on half of the machines and in (c) all cores on half
of the machines were hogged.
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7.5.3 Effectiveness of the Predictors
As mentioned in the sections 7.1 and 7.4, one of the key challenge of online
autotuning is to identify and avoid bad configurations a priori. While off-line
autotuning has the luxuriousness to try any configuration and terminate
the program if a configuration turns out to be bad, online autotuning does
not have that luxuriousness and it has to work in a very tight environment.
We use two different methods explained in 7.4 together to predict bad
configurations in advance and reject them without trying. Figures 7.9a and
7.9b depict the running time variation of ChannelVocoder benchmark with








































Figure 7.9: The variation in the execution time of Chan-
nelVocoder(48,1024) during online autotuning; (7.9a) with no bad con-
figuration predictor, (7.9b) with bad configuration predictor.
With no predictor (Figure 7.9a), running time varies from 40s to 140s as
the autotuner searchers over all possible regions in the search space to learn
the environment it is searching. With the predictor (Figure 7.9b), variation
in the running time falls between an acceptable range. The range of the
variation is satisfactory for some extent as the autotuner starts searching
with neither any prior knowledge of the hardware system nor the program.
However, we seek novel strategies to improve the predictors further to
totally hide the variations, mentioned in our future work (Section 9.2). One
possible strategy can be off-line autotune a program to train the autotuner









1885 15.33 47.96 55.33
Filter Bank(32) 2819 13.76 44.98 47.78
SAR Bank(8) 1782 12.57 40.97 44.05
CV(48,1024) 4497 15.48 46.99 48.57
Beam Former
(40,4096)
1679 14.59 45.98 52.17
DCT(64) 1325 10.49 41.96 42.79
Serpent Full(32) 1315 17.19 45.93 49.66
TDE_PP
Bank(32)
313 17.57 44.73 46.33
Average 1950 13.36 44.93 48.33
Table 7.2: Bad configurations rejected by the distance matrix (DM) based
predictor, the graph property (GP) based predictor and the total on 16
node cluster.
Table 7.2 summarizes the amount of bad configurations identified by the
distance matrix based predictor, the graph property based predictor, and the
final column summarizes the total bad configurations identified when both
were used together. It is worthy to mention that the total bad configuration
is not always equal to the summation of both predictors’ findings as few
configurations were identified as bad by both predictors. The percentage
of the configurations identified by the predictors is proportional to the
reduction in the total tuning time. On average, the predictors reduce the
total tuning time by 48.33%.
It is important to understand the distance matrix based predictor does
not conclude that the configurations which are far from the current best
configuration are bad. Instead, it minimizes big arbitrary jumps in the
search space, hence reducing the number of bad configurations faced. To
illustrate it further, let x is an integer parameter which ranges from 0 to
1000. Assume that the current best value found is 300, and the absolute
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best value is 600. The distance matrix based predictor allows x to move
from 300 to 600 in multiple steps (e.g., from 300 to 400 to 500 to 600),
instead of jumping in one step. Because if we allow big jumps, x can also
jump from 300 to 10, which is more likely a bad configuration. In sum, the
distance matrix based predictor reduces big jumps in the search space and
hence arbitrary variations in program’s performance. However, one caveat
in the distance matrix predictor is that all weights are set manually based
on the relative sensitiveness of each DSL optimization problem, requiring
domain expertise.
7.6 Chapter Summary
In this work, we have proposed and implemented a fully automated online
autotuning system for a stream-based programming language. Unlike previ-
ous oﬄine autotuning systems, the StreamJIT distributed runtime is able
to let the application work on processing its normal inputs while continu-
ously optimizing the code through autotuning in the background in parallel
with the application. We have shown that autotuning is able to effectively
optimize the application using a series of experiments. Furthermore, due to
the very nature of the autotuner, it is able to respond to dynamic changes
in resources and re-optimize the application accordingly.
In order to reduce the time taken for autotuning, we have also implemented
a strategy that quickly prunes the autotuning search space by refusing to
spend time examining bad configurations. This is done using predictors
based on both high-level information about the stream graph and low-level
information about autotuner parameters. Our experiments show that we
were able to halve the time spent in autotuning without compromising
the quality of the results. This further strengthen the effectiveness of our
approach. As online autotuning has plethora amount of benefits to programs
those are intended to run longer on a highly dynamic environment, this






This thesis primarily focuses on distributing stream programs, specifically
SDF [66] paradigm programs, on large clusters. This chapter first reviews
stream processing systems that are related to our work. Following that, the
rest of the sections summarize the recent works that are specific to each
chapter’s topic.
8.1 Stream Processing Systems
Streaming applications in computer science have a very long history, starting
from 1960 [94]. The recent big data boom has also fueled a fresh interest in
stream programming. Stream programs can be mainly categorized into two
different sub-classes: synchronous data flow and dynamic data flow. The
following subsections discuss each category in detail.
8.1.1 Synchronous Data Flow Systems
In synchronous data flow (SDF) [66], each operator consumes fixed number
of input items and produces fixed number of output items. Furthermore, the
data rates of each operator are known in advance, enabling advanced domain
specific optimizations, optimal resource allocation, and static scheduling.
Because of its static nature, SDF programs are more suitable for pro-
gramming languages and compilers. As a result, several domain specific
languages, compilers, and runtime systems have emerged for SDF based
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stream programs. We discuss few prominent systems below.
StreamIt [97, 44] is a high level, architecture independent, full-fledged
domain specific language and compiler system for SDF based stream pro-
grams. The StreamIt language [99] imposes a hierarchical structure on
stream graphs, enabling specialized compiler optimizations [45]. The com-
piler officially supports several architectures such as multi-cores, Cell [60]
and Raw [96, 46]; at the same time, external researchers have also indepen-
dently ported the language to GPUs [47, 55, 54] and FPGAs [48, 53].
Although StreamIt was originally based on SDF paradigm, limiting the
programmers to write static I/O rates; the later versions were enhanced to
support dynamic I/O rates. Static I/O rate allows compiler to do static
scheduling that can generate more optimal code. In contrast, dynamic I/O
rate allows a programmer to write a variety of real world applications that
makes the language to be more practical. Soule et al. [91] discusses the trade-
offs between static and dynamic scheduling and have implemented a hybrid
scheduler for dynamic stream programs. In this study, a dynamic stream
program is partitioned into sub-graphs that are separated by dynamic rate
boundaries, and static scheduling is applied to each sub-graph, benefiting
from static scheduling optimization. The runtime system schedules the
compiled sub-graphs dynamically based on the input availability.
StreamJIT language is primarily inspired by StreamIt and uses a subset of
its language constructs; see Chapter 2. In contrast to StreamIt, which is
non-distributed and heuristic based; StreamJIT automatically distributes
the programs over a distributed environment and continuously optimizes
those through cluster-wide dynamic recompilation and online autotuning.
Brooks [17] is a streaming compiler and a runtime system that provides
a stream programming model for general-purpose GPU computing. This
programming environment, developed for Stanford’s Merrimac streaming
supercomputer [32], provides developers with a view of the GPU as a
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streaming coprocessor. It demonstrates how various GPU hardware features
– such as GPU memory system, supported shader outputs, and user-defined
data structures – could be virtualized or extended using the compiler and
the runtime system.
In specific, Brooks, using streams, kernels and reduction operators, abstracts
GPU as a streaming processor and makes the programming easier by
hiding (1) texture/buffer data management; (2) graphics-based constructs
in Cg/HLSL; and (3) rendering passes. In addition to GPU, Brooks supports
various streaming processors such as Imagine processor [73], the UT Austin
TRIPS processor [87], and the MIT Raw processor [96].
Lime [7], inspired by StreamIt, is a Java based synthesizable language
for stream programming, which executes on a broad range of heterogeneous
architectures including CPUs, GPUs, and FPGAs. In particular, during
the compile time, Lime generates code for JVM, OpenCL, and Verilog, and
the Lime runtime selects appropriate binary based on the hardware.
SPUR [114] is another stream programming model proposed mainly for a
custom hardware, Media Processor with Programmable Vision Coprocessor
(MPwPVC) [114]. MPwPVC is a special purpose processor architecture
specifically designed for media processing to capture, manipulate and trans-
mit media objects such as images, audios, videos, and animations. Three
main design features of MPwPVC are high performance parallel processing
capability, ability to separate the scalar and vector data, and the availability
of three-tier memory hierarchy of vector data.
Although this embedded programming media processor fulfills the perfor-
mance, cost, and power expectations, it complicates the programming due
to the existence of two different processing units (Media Processor and
Programmable Vision Coprocessor) and separated memory model for vector
and scalar data. SPUR is intended to ease the programming on MPwPVC;
It does not support other hardware such as general purpose processors or
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GPUs.
C for Graphics (Cg) [71] is a high-level stream-based programming
language for GPU programming that is based on C. Cg is intended to handle
real-time rendering applications. In specific, Cg compiler is a source-to-
source compiler that outputs DirectX or OpenGL shader programs from C
code. Furthermore, Cg not only extends various features of C to support
stream-based programming model, but also incorporates a set of features
from C++ and Java (e.g., function overloading, built-in constructors for
vector data types, bool data type, and C++ call-by-reference). However,
CG is for GPU programming and supports only single GPU.
StreamFlex Different from Cg, which is an extension of C, Stream-
Flex [92] is built over Java by combining stream programming and object
oriented programming paradigms. From Java point of view, StreamFlex
adds real-time computation features, transactional memory and type-safe
region-based memory model that allow filters to skip garbage collectors
from Java virtual machine. However, StreamFlex needs special Java virtual
machine with an implementation of the Real-time Specification for Java
(RTSJ); Ovm virtual machine [64] is one such JVM.
Sponge [54] is a streaming compiler for StreamIt language [97] that
generates CUDA code for GPUs.
In summary, all above-discussed systems, except StreamIt, either designed
specifically for special purpose hardware or require specialized system sup-
port. StreamJIT differs from these systems in several ways. First, none
of these systems are distributed; whereas, StreamJIT supports distributed
systems including clusters, which facilitates large scale SDF based stream
processing. Second, these systems are heuristic based and highly vulner-
able to lose performance when hardware platform changes. In contrast,
StreamJIT uses online autotuning to guarantee the program’s performance,
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performance portability, and performance resiliency. Third, none of above-
mentioned systems provide lifetime optimization; StreamJIT continuously
optimizes programs via its advanced features such as cluster-wide dynamic
recompilation and downtime-free live reconfiguration.
Finally, Lustre [21, 49] is a synchronous data flow programming language for
reactive systems or event-based systems. It is mainly used in safety-critical
domains such as automotive and avionics. The Lustre compiler produces
purely sequential code, and the execution happens based on a global clock.
Like Lustre, Esterel [10] also a synchronous data flow language for reactive
systems. Both Luster and Esterel are suitable for shallow dataflow systems
such as control systems and communication protocols. However, they are
not suitable for complex and high-performance data processing.
8.1.2 Dynamic Data Flow Systems
In dynamic data flow (DDF) [61, 67] based programs, each operator con-
sumes arbitrary number of inputs and produces arbitrary number of outputs.
Furthermore, the reader will be blocked until data is ready. Compared
to SDF model, which is inflexible in some cases due to its requirement to
declare data rates in advance, DDF model is flexible and covers wide variety
of real-world applications as it allows dynamic data rates. Although this
model is very relaxed model, which shows expressiveness, the arbitrariness
limits program optimizations including efficient resource utilization and
optimal scheduling. The big data streaming programs are a special version
of DDF, where each operator consumes only one data item and produces
zero or more output items during each firing.
Almost all recent big data streaming systems follow similar design strategy.
First, develop a framework (or middleware) for distributed stream processing.
IBM InfoSphere Streams [56], Apache Storm [29, 102], S4 [76], MillWheel [1],
and TimeStream [81] are few systems developed specifically for distributed
stream processing. MapReduceOnline [30], SparkStreaming [112], and
StreamScope [70] are few other systems that extend prior batch processing
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systems. Second, provide a programming model (either as a programming
language or as a API) to develop stream programs for those frameworks.
In the next subsection, we provide a brief introduction to some prominent
distributed stream processing frameworks. Following that, we discuss the
programming model of those frameworks.
Distributed Stream Processing Frameworks
In this section, we summarize prominent stream processing systems. In
addition to it, we briefly summarize batch processing systems that are
extended for stream processing.
MapReduce [35] automatically distributes and executes data processing
applications on a large collection of commodity machines. It processes
data in batch processing fashion. Hence, it is ineffective if an application
needs to use the same data set again and again repetitively. In this case,
for each iteration, MapReduce reloads and re-distributes the data from
the source, which wastes the processing power, network bandwidth, and
demands unwanted disk operations; thus, affects the program performance
greatly.
Spark [111] fills the MapReduce’s shortcomings by introducing in-memory
computation model. As iterative (e.g., machine learning) and interactive
(e.g., web log processing) programs need same data set repetitively, Spark’s
in-memory computation model provides tens of order of magnitude per-
formance improvement by eliminating repeated data reloading. In Spark
programming model, data is partitioned into immutable collection of records
named Resilient Distributed Datasets (RDDs). Operators in Spark take an
RDD as input, apply transformations such as map, filter, and join, and
generate either a new RDD or the final result as output. As RDDs are
immutable datasets, they can be stored in memory and used several times
as per program’s need.
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SparkStreaming [112] is an extension of Spark that supports distributed
stream processing by packaging data stream as a series of stateless small-
time-interval batches (RDDs) and processing each batch (RDD) as any
other regular batch processing. To guarantee fault-tolerance, it tracks the
lineage of each RDD and recomputes from occasional checkpoints. This
mini-batch processing model is inadaquate for two reasons. First, this model
fails if a program needs to maintain state across the data items. Second,
this model is not suitable for low-latency stream processing. It is worth
noting that StreamJIT also batches data stream if an application is more
sensitive to throughput than latency. However, batching is configurable
in StreamJIT, thereby supporting both high-throughput and low-latency
stream processing.
MapReduceOnline [30] extends the MapReduce framework for pipeline
of MapReduce jobs. Furthermore, it also supports continuous batch process-
ing, introducing flush API that allows map functions to periodically flush
their current output to reduce task. At the same time, reduce tasks are
invoked periodically to process the new data sent by map tasks. However,
this model is not suitable for low latency stream processing.
IBM Streams [56] is a stream processing platform, designed for low-
latency near-realtime analytics. It executes a graph of operators on a
distributed system, providing automatic scaling, load balancing, and fault
tolerance.
TelegraphCQ [24] is a continuous query processing system, which sup-
ports concurrent execution of several queries over a data stream. If multiple
queries have overlapping computation, it computes once and share the
results among the queries. Furthermore, it also adaptively routes data and
continuously re-optimizes query plan based on the runtime metrics.
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Naiad [74] is distributed execution engine for cyclic dataflow programs.
It exposes graph assembly interface. High level libraries, DSLs, and appli-
cations can use this interface to build dataflow graphs for various types of
applications: stream processing, iterative, and interactive applications.
Apache Storm [29, 102] is a distributed stream processing system for
near-realtime analytics. Users need to create operators – called Spouts and
Blots in Storm’s terminology – and build a stream graph, called topology.
A master node receives the topology and distributes it to other nodes in
the cluster. In Strom, users need to make the parallelization decisions, and
the system supports changing parallelization during runtime. Furthermore,
Storm guarantees at least once semantics; in other words, some data items
may get processed more than once, which affects the correctness.
StreamScope [70] extends SCOPE [22, 115], which is a batch processing
system, for stream processing. It introduces rVertex and rStream abstrac-
tions for reliable high-performance stream processing on a commodity cluster.
Vertices periodically checkpoint their state to a centralized place, called
JobManager. If failure occurs, JobManager triggers the recomputation by
restarting the failed vertex from the last check-pointed state and the per-
sisted input. As StreamScope extends a batch processing system, it is not
optimized for low latency; the reported end-to-end latency is approximately
30 mins, and it reaches 100 mins if failure occurs.
TimeStream [81] is a distributed framework for low-latency distributed
stream processing, which converts LINQ expressions to a stream graph
and maps it on cluster nodes. Furthermore, it introduces an abstraction
called resilient substituion that ensures efficient failure recovery and dynamic
reconfiguration. However, TimeStream executes data stream in mini batches,
where the batch boundary is determined by Current Time Increments (CTI)
event.
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MillWheel [1] is a distributed stream processing system, which is specif-
ically designed for low-latency reliable stream processing. In MillWheel,
streams are represented as (key, value, timestamp) triples, and users need
to build stream graph using the API provided. It supports dynamic graph
modification, where users can alter the stream graph without stopping
the application. It also guarantees fault tolerance and load-balancing via
fine-grained check-pointing and acknowledgment; receiver acknowledges
the sender for every data item it received. However, this acknowledgment
mechanism introduces expensive operations on the critical path.
ChronoStream [107] is another distributed stream processing system,
which is specifically designed for elastic stateful computation on the cloud. It
supports horizontal elasticity for large stateful stream programs by dividing
the program state into computation slices and periodically checkpoints them
on distributed nodes, and it also labels and stores the input stream. When
a horizontal elasticity is called, it recomputes the program state from the
previously check-pointed state and the stored program input data.
Programming Models
SPL [51] is a typed declarative language for IBM InfoSphere Streams [56],
a distributed stream processing middleware. SPL has rich set of built-in
operators – such as Filter, Functor, Punctor, Sort, Join, Split&Union,
Aggregate, and Beacon – to build a stream graph; moreover, the language
is also flexible to build custom operators. Users can declare typed tuples
and use the operators to create stream graphs. Furthermore, the language
provides high-order composite operator that modularizes stream graphs.
SPL supports dynamic operations such as time-based windowing and data-
dependent filtering. The compiler generates C++ code that can be executed
on IBM InfoSphere Streams.
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Trident [72] is an extension to Apache Storm [102] that provides APIs
and limited declarative language features such as joins, aggregations, group-
ing, functions, and filters. Furthermore, unlike Storm, Trident guarantees
exactly once semantics and deterministic data ordering.
MapReduce [35], MapReduceOnline [30], Spark [111], SparkStreaming [112],
MillWheel [1], and ChronoStream [107] provide API to program the respec-
tive systems. TimeStream [81] and StreamScope [70] provide declarative
languages for distributed stream processing. Finally, it is worth note that
Hive [100], DryadLINQ [110], JAQL [11], PigLatin [78], and SCOPE [22, 115]
provide declarative languages for batch processing.
8.2 Deadlock Avoidance
Li et al. [68] address a deadlock occurs in SDF graphs due to filtering
(programs discard some data items). They introduce dummy messages for
every data item discarded, and then provide algorithms to reduce the dummy
message frequency while ensuring a deadlock-free system. The data rates of
the graphs considered in the work are always 1, and the execution model has
only one schedule with no internal buffering. StreamJIT, however, executes
distributed SDF graphs with different phases and internal buffetings, and the
data rates of the blobs are not restricted to one. Furthermore, StreamJIT
solves the deadlocks that occur due to various reasons such as inappropriate
buffer sizes, incompetent system model, and internal buffering.
The same authors’ other works [69, 19] address the same deadlock in DDF
graphs, and the solution is same as previous: sending dummy messages.
However, they have derived algorithms to minimize the dummy message
frequency, improving the system’s efficiency.
There are several works map SDF graphs on various hardware chips. Geilen
et al. [42] apply model checking to find a feasible schedule for a SDF
graph that is running on memory-constrained hardware. In the same way,
Dardaillon et al. [33] apply model checking to guarantee deadlock freeness for
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quasi-static micro-schedule SDF graphs running on multiprocessor system-
on-chip (MPSoC).
Synchronized programming languages such as Lustre [21, 49] and Esterel [10]
rejects cycles by design to avoid deadlocks; the compilers throw compiler
error if cycles are encountered in the program they compile. Besides,
unlike StreamJIT’s execution model which is asynchronous in a distributed
environment, the execution model of these languages is tightly synchronous.
That is, the whole execution is governed by a global clock.
8.3 Cluster-wide Dynamic Recompilation
Java HotSpot JVM [63], which is a mixed-mode execution engine, supports
dynamic recompilation for a single node. It interprets a method till the
JIT compiler compiles the method in the background. Once compiled, the
runtime system creates a new stack frame in the native stack and initializes
it by copying the method’s state from the interpreter’s stack, a technique
known as onstack-replacement (OSR).
There are several distributed JVMs – JESSICA2 [116, 65], JavaParty [113],
and JavaSplit [38] – distribute Java applications over a cluster of nodes.
They support low level resource managements – such as thread migration,
sharing objects between multiple nodes (global heap), thread synchroniza-
tion, distributed garbage collection, and distributed scheduling – which are
performed by runtime system. They also do node-local JIT compilation.
However, no system performs cluster-wide dynamic recompilation.
X10 [25] is a general-purpose programming language for cluster computing,
which compiles the programs ahead-of-time. IBM SPADE [40], Lime [7],
and TupleWare [6] also compiles stream programs ahead-of-time for a
cluster. The following languages do first time JIT compilation for a cluster:
Julia [12] for numerical computing; DryadLINQ [110] for batch processing;
and TimeStream [81] for stream processing. TimeStream also supports
dynamic reconfiguration by substituting a portions of a stream graph with
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different configuration.
Flextream [52] uses combination of static compilation and dynamic adapta-
tion to readjust streaming workloads during resource changes in a multicore.
First, it statically compiles a stream program for a virtualized multicore
that has maximum number of resources for a given family of processors
(superset of the target processor family). In the runtime, it re-maps the
actors to the available physical processors when resource changes (online
adaptive scheduling).
StreamJIT, as opposed to the above-mentioned systems, performs both
cluster-wide first-time JIT compilation and cluster-wide dynamic recompi-
lation.
8.4 Downtime-Free Live Reconfiguration
VM live migration Virtual machine live migration [75, 28] is an application-
independent way to move workloads from one physical host to another for
load balancing or to facilitate maintenance. As shown in Section 6.4.3, VM
live migration is not suited for stream applications.
Distributed database migration Recent work [34, 37, 36, 90] focuses
on live workload migration in distributed databases for load balancing
and elastic scaling. Albatross [34] migrates active OLTP workloads of a
shared-storage DBMS by iteratively copying the database cache between
nodes. Squall [36] migrates data tuples between nodes of a distributed
in-memory database while maintaining ACID semantics. Squall maintains
system responsiveness by migrating tuples being accessed by transactions
first.
Flux [89] is a dataflow operator placed between producer and consumer,
and it profiles communication rates between the operators and informs
the statistics to a controller. The controller decides reconfiguration and
request the corresponding Flux operator. Once reconfiguration is requested,
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the Flux operator stores all incoming data of the consumer, moves the
consumer to a different place as requested, and routes the data stream to
the consumer’s new destination. However, the program is prone to downtime
during this migration period.
Distributed stream processing Distributed stream processing systems
[9, 107, 102, 81, 112, 30, 1, 108, 85] support reconfiguration for fault tol-
erance, dynamic scaling and load balancing, but their strategies all incur
overhead during normal execution. Spark Streaming [112] tracks the lineage
of each dataset (the operations performed to produce them) and recom-
putes from occasional checkpoints. ChronoStream [107] takes checkpoints
of program state and labels each input data item; when reconfiguring for
elasticity, program state is reverted to the last checkpoint and input is
reprocessed based on the labels. MillWheel [1] guarantees fault tolerance
and load-balancing via fine-grained checkpointing and acknowledgement;
the recevier acknowledges every data item received from the sender. Like
MillWheel, Apache Storm [29, 102] also provides fault tolerance and scala-
bility via checkpointing and per-data-item acknowledgment. Using the fixed
data rates of StreamJIT programs, StreamJIT does not require checkpoint-
ing, acknowledgment, or input labeling, avoiding overhead during normal
execution, and StreamJIT’s global recompilation provides load-balancing
and scaling without sacrificing optimization opportunities.
Gedik et al. [41] implement elastic auto-parallelization feature for SPL [51]
programs that run on IBM Streams [56], where the operators must be
either stateless or key-value based partitioned stateful. The incremental
state migration protocol explained in the paper moves operator state from
one node to another node efficiently. However, the vertical and horizontal
barriers across multiple nodes and the paused data stream at the splitter
during the migration phase incurs significant downtime.
Eddies [8] is an adaptive load balancing mechanism for TelegraphCQ [24],
which is a continuous query processing system. Eddies dynamically reorders
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operators in a query plan in response to workload or resource fluctuations,
improving program performance in such situations. Specifically, it provides
a tuple-by-tuple basis join reordering algorithm, allowing each tuple to have
a flexible ordering.
Erlang [5] is a domain-specific language for soft real-time telecommunica-
tions programming. To allow software upgrades without service disruption,
Erlang supports hot swapping of program code via load balancing. New
sessions run the new code, then after all old sessions have expired, the old
code is unloaded. Load balancing works in the telecommunications domain
where waiting for the duration of a phone call is acceptable, but it is not
useful for long-running stream programs.
Cloud computing frameworks such as EventWave [27] and Orleans [20]
support state migration for load balancing, but they use fixed partitions.
Further, they do not recompile or reoptimize the programs.
8.5 Online Autotuning
There exists several prior works on off-line autotuning to autotune the
domain specific libraries for improved and portable performance [39, 13,
106, 58, 109, 26, 31, 105]. These works can be broadly categorized to (1)
domain specific libraries that supports off-line autotuning; and (2) compiler
systems that supports off-line autotuning. FFTW [39] autotunes FFT
programs for different hardware to generate machine specific FFT library.
PHiPAC [106] generates C code and corresponding search scripts to tune the
dense matrix multiply kernels for specific systems. ATLAS [106], a linear
algebra library for high performance computing, uses off-line autotuning to
generate optimized and cache-contained kernels.
There are few compiler systems that use autotuning to generate optimized
binaries for the programs that are written in the corresponding languages.
PetaBricks [2] compiler and runtime system autotunes programs in order
to find the optimal combination of multiple algorithms of a problem. For
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example, sorting problem have several algorithms such as quick sort, merge
sort, radix sort, insertion sort and so on. The performance of these al-
gorithms greatly depends on both hardware and input size. PetaBticks,
through oﬄine autotuning, finds correct combination of these algorithms for
a given hardware environment and input size. Halide [83], a domain specific
compiler for image processing, autotunes Hadile programs to find the correct
combination of locality, parallelism and redundant recomputation in image
processing pipelines for different hardware architectures including multicores
with SIMD and heterogeneous CPU+GPU combination. While each of
these compiler systems is said to have some advantages like performance
boosting and portable performance, it is worthy to note that none of them
supports online autotuning.
Jordan et al. [59] presents a compiler system with multi-objective optimizer.
At the compile time, the system oﬄine autotunes and generates multi-
versioned binary. At the runtime, the runtime system dynamically selects
a suitable version of the binary according to the running environment.
Hielscher [50] online autotune tile sizes for data-intensive array-oriented
algorithms.
Sibling rivalry [4] autotunes programs online by devoting a half of the
available computer resources to a oﬄine autotuning process and the other
half to the production line program. The first half (i.e., oﬄine autotuning
half) tunes a separate instance of the same program that is in the pro-
duction line in an isolated environment, and whenever it finds a new best
configuration, the production line program is reconfigured with the newly
found best configuration. Obviously, this method halves the drawbacks of
the oﬄine autotuning, but does not entirely solves them. Furthermore, this
method is suitable only to homogeneous systems where both halves have
identical running environments, and will be unsuccessful if the underlying
hardware environment is heterogeneous (e.g., cluster machines with different
architectures). Unlike the above, in our implementation, entire computer
resources are allocated to the production line program thereby making the
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autotuning completely online and more efficient.
Tiwari et al. [101] presents a tri-stage runtime autotuner framework with
online tuning support. In the first stage, compute-intensive code sections in
a program is manually identified and outlined as separate functions. Later,
they are moved into a shared library and the original program is modified
by referring the functions using function pointers. In the second stage,
tuning hooks are inserted in the shared library source code (i.e., source code
annotation) and exposed to the autotuner (i.e., Active Harmony). And
in the final stage, when the autotuner suggests a new configuration, code
transformation tools and compilers (i.e., GCC, CUDA, OpenGL) are used
to generate a new version of the shared library (*.so) on a dedicated code
server and the function pointers referring newly compiled shared library
is updated. Our work is distinct from Tiwari et al.’s work in three ways.
First,while our solution is fully automated and needs no user interaction,
Tiwari et al.’s work needs source code separation and annotation. Second,
Tiwari et al.’s work depends on users’ knowledge of identifying compute-
intensive code section and adding appropriate parameters for tuning, in
which inappropriate separation and parameters may result in ineffective
autotuning. And third, while our solution is a fully-fledged compiler and
runtime system, Tiwari et al.’s system is a runtime autotuner system that
uses available code generation tool.
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Chapter 9
Conclusions and Future Work
9.1 Conclusions
In recent years, we have seen tremendous advancements in the collection and
storage of data on a truly massive scale. This data comes in different flavors,
and creates various research challenges at its different stages: collection,
transmission, processing, and storage. At each stage, specialized tools and
techniques are required tackle the unique challenges it brings.
In the work of this thesis, we focus on high-performance stream processing
by building one such system, called StreamJIT. We showed the kinds of
advanced features that next generation stream processing tools must adopt
to solve the challenges that modern-era big data creates.
In particular, we demonstrated that judicious program optimizations are es-
sential in attaining high-performance. In addition, there is a need for contin-
uous optimization in streaming applications running on modern commodity
clusters. We believe that cluster-wide dynamic recompilation, downtime-
free live reconfiguration, and online autotuning are essential features in
maintaining a long-running program’s performance throughout its lifespan.
To the best of our knowledge, StreamJIT is the first ever system that
does cluster-wide dynamic recompilation in which a running program is
recompiled and reoptimized with all of the ahead-of-time (AOT) compiler
optimization techniques. This feature is essential in dealing with the two
classes of dynamism that the modern day high-performance programs face,
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namely 1) software level dynamism such as changing graphs, fluctuating
workload, and others; as well as 2) hardware level dynamism such as node
failures, resource fluctuations, and others.
StreamJIT’s downtime-free live reconfiguration feature maintains the quality-
of-service of applications during the optimization process. As far as we know,
StreamJIT is the first system that can seamlessly reconfigure a running
program without downtime. This feature is essential to maintain desired
quality-of-service during the runtime optimization because several seconds
of zero output can be intolerable in many streaming use case scenarios.
Finally, StreamJIT performs online autotuning of programs. StreamJIT
is the first-ever compiler and runtime system incorporating online auto-
tuning as a key feature. By leveraging dynamic recompilation, StreamJIT
demonstrated just-in-time tuning at the language level. We believe that
online autotuning is essential because it is hard to predict the dynamism
experienced by high-performance programs running on today’s highly dy-
namic systems. We empirically showed the various advantages of online
autotuning including performance resiliency and continuous optimization.
StreamJIT is free and open source [84]. The advanced features we demon-
strated via StreamJIT is not limited to stream programs. We hope that
the techniques we have pioneered in StreamJIT will be adopted in other
domains.
9.2 Future Work
9.2.1 Fault Tolerance and Resiliency
As StreamJIT programs are meant to run forever (or at least for a very long
time) in distributed environments, node failure is a constant threat. This
makes support for fault tolerance important. Without fault tolerance, the
entire program may need to be restarted from the beginning, which may
take hours of recomputation, and waste computing resources.
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The fault tolerant mechanism for DDF based stream programs have been
widely studied [112, 1, 29, 70, 107]. However, these techniques have
heavy overhead during normal execution. For example, MillWheel [1]
and Storm [29] use per data item acknowledgment strategies, where the
receiver sends an acknowledgment to the sender for every item received,
and the sender stores the data items in a reliable storage till it receives the
acknowledgement. If a node fails, the system recomputes from the stored
data items. Spark [112] provides immutable RDD abstraction and tracks
the series of operations that are applied to each RDD. If a node fails, it
recomputes the RDD from the beginning, requiring significant amount of
time and additional computing resources.
The fault tolerance mechanism for SDF based stream programs, especially
on a distributed environment, has not been well studied. We believe that by
exploiting the fact that SDF programs expose data rates at compile time,
efficient fault tolerance strategies with minimal overhead during the normal
execution that avoid frequent check-pointing or complete recomputation is
possible.
9.2.2 Seamless Online Autotuning
A major challenge in enabling online autotuning is predicting and avoiding
pathological configurations that the autotuner proposes. While off-line
autotuning has the luxury of trying any configurations and killing the
program if a particular configuration turns out to be bad, online autotuning
has to work under stringent conditions. It therefore needs to decide whether
a possible configuration is worth trying.
In the current system, we utilized domain knowledge to avoid the bad
regions of search space, which reduces the tuning time by 50% without
compromising the quality of the results. Figure 7.9 shows the current state
of the online autotuning. However, we believe that there is still much room
for improvement through a learning process that rejects bad configurations
early.
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The predictors should be improved to allow only the configurations that
show better or performance closer to the current best configuration. This
should occur in a transparent way in the online autotuning process. One
possible strategy can be off-line autotune a program to train the autotuner
in advance before the start of the online autotuning.
9.2.3 Dynamism Supports
Stream programs have various forms of dynamism: (1) hardware dynamism
where the underlaying hardware characteristics change over the lifetime of
the application, (2) graph dynamism in which a stream graph gets modified
at runtime, and (3) rate dynamism where the number of data items that is
consumed and produced at each firing is changed. Currently, StreamJIT
handles only one of these dynamism, hardware dynamism, through online
autotuning.
Rate dynamism is an important as several real-world streaming applica-
tions require features such as time-based sliding window or data-dependent
filtering that necessitate rate dynamisms. Several DDF based systems
support rate dynamism via dynamic data structures. But this introduces
unnecessary memory copies and is thus inefficient. As future work, we
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